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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Maximums of Total Betti Numbers in Hilbert Families
Fix a family of ideals in a polynomial ring and consider the problem of finding a
single ideal in the family that has Betti numbers that are greater than or equal to
the Betti numbers of every ideal in the family. Or decide if this special ideal even
exists. Bigatti, Hulett, and Pardue showed that if we take the ideals with a fixed
Hilbert function, there is such an ideal: the lexsegment ideal. Caviglia and Murai
proved that if we take the saturated ideals with a fixed Hilbert polynomial, there is
also such an ideal. We present a generalization of these two situations, an algorithm
for determining the existence of these special ideals and finding them when they do
exist, and some cases where we guarantee existence.
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Free resolutions are of great interest in algebra and form the foundation for the
study of homological algebra. In the 1890’s Hilbert introduced the concept of a free
resolution of a module, M , in order to derive properties of M .
Definition 1.1.1. A free resolution of a module, M , is an exact sequence of modules
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F1 Ñ F0 ÑM Ñ 0
where the Fi’s are free modules.
Betti numbers are numerical information of resolutions, and along with resolu-
tions, are the subject of much current research. These numbers can be difficult to
compute, and it is even unknown which values they can take on. Often, we wish to at
least find bounds on these Betti numbers. As we will discuss in Section 3.2, Bigatti
[2], Hulett [9], and Pardue [11] showed that there is an ideal, called the lexsegment
ideal, which has maximum graded Betti numbers over all ideals with a given Hilbert
function. In Section 3.4, we will see that Caviglia and Murai [4] extended this by
constructing an ideal that has maximum total Betti numbers over all saturated ideals
with a given Hilbert polynomial. Both of these situations constrain the Hilbert func-
tion in some way. In Section 1.2, we will look at a more general way of constraining
the Hilbert function, and we will go on to explore maximums for Betti numbers in
the resulting, more general, families of ideals.
We will look at homogeneous ideals in the polynomial ring S “ Krx0, . . . , xns.
The two titular invariants of any ideal are its Hilbert function and its Betti numbers.
If I is a monomial ideal, its Hilbert function in degree d equals the number of degree-d
monomials in S that are not in I.
Definition 1.1.2. Given a homogeneous ideal I Ă S, we define the Hilbert function of
S{I, denoted hS{I , to be the function giving the dimension of the graded components
of S{I. That is, for any integer d,
hS{Ipdq “ dimKrS{Isd.
Note that although hS{I is actually the Hilbert function of S{I, we can abuse
notation and simply refer to it as the Hilbert function of I.
For our purposes, it will be sufficient to consider only a certain type of monomial
ideal whose Betti numbers are determined by a simple formula due to Eliahou and
Kervaire [6] (see Theorem 3.1.8.) The Betti numbers are determined using a special
free resolution of I.
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Definition 1.1.3. Given a homogeneous ideal I Ă S, a graded free resolution of I is
a graded exact sequence of S-modules of the form
0 Ñ Fm Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ F0 Ñ I Ñ 0,
where the homomorphisms are graded and have degree 0 and each Fi is a free S-
module. Such a finite resolution does exist by Hilbert’s syzygy theorem [8].
A minimal free resolution of I is a graded free resolution such that the number
of generators of each Fq is simultaneously minimal. That such a resolution exists is
non-obvious. For a proof that it does, we refer to, e.g., Section 7 of [12]. We denote
by βSq pIq the number of generators of Fq in a minimal free resolution of I. These
βSq pIq values are called the total Betti numbers of the ideal I.
We can also define finer invariants analogously for graded minimal free resolutions




integers βSq,dpIq :“ βq,d are called the graded Betti numbers of I.
Definition 1.1.4. Given an ideal I Ă S, the depth of S{I is the length of the
longest regular sequence p`1, . . . , `rq in S{I. We denote this by depthpS{Iq :“ r.
Furthermore, we say that I is saturated if it has positive depth.
As with the Hilbert function, we will sometimes abuse notation and refer to
depthpS{Iq as the depth of I. Depth is closely related to free resolutions by the
Auslander-Buchsbaum formula [1], which says the length of the resolution in Defini-
tion 1.1.3 must be m “ n` 1´ depthpS{Iq.
1.2 Main Question
We now discuss the main question we are trying to answer. It is simple to compute
the Hilbert function of an ideal when given the graded Betti numbers of that ideal.
This map from Betti numbers to Hilbert functions is not bijective, but we wish to
know information about preimages of this map. This is an important goal in the
study of resolutions, and we will focus on studying maximums in these preimages. To
achieve this, we will define two important concepts. This first definition is simply the
definition of common concepts in the element-wise (product) partial order on Betti
numbers.
Definition 1.2.1. Let I be a family of ideals in S. We say an ideal, J P I, has
maximum total Betti numbers in I if, for each I P I,
βqpJq ě βqpIq for every q.
We say that J has maximal total Betti numbers in I if, for each I P I, either
βqpJq “ βqpIq for every q
or
βqpJq ą βqpIq for some q.
2
We say that I has unbounded total Betti numbers if there is no N P N such that, for
each I P I,
N ą βqpIq for every q.
Finally, we say that ideals I, J P I have comparable total Betti numbers if either
βqpIq ě βqpJq for every q
or
βqpJq ě βqpIq for every q.
We also define maximum/maximal/comparable graded Betti numbers analogously.
Definition 1.2.2. Let I be a family of ideals in S. We say that I is a Hilbert family
of ideals in S if, for every pair of ideals I, L Ă S,
`
I P I and hS{L “ hS{I
˘
ñ L P I.
Furthermore, We say that J Ă I is a D-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S if J is
the subset of I containing exactly the ideals whose quotient has depth at least D.
In other words, a Hilbert family is the family of all ideals satisfying some constraint
on the Hilbert function and a D-depth family has an additional constraint of a lower
bound on the depth.
In general, a Hilbert family of ideals may not contain an ideal with maximum
total Betti numbers. However, in certain cases, such ideals do exist. This leads to
a plethora of questions we can ask. Some of these questions have been answered by
others, some we will answer in later chapters, and some are still left open. Here is a
sampling of such questions:
• When does a Hilbert family of ideals in S contain an ideal with maximum Betti
numbers in that family?
• What ideals have maximal Betti numbers in the family?
• What if we look at a depth D family?
• What conditions can we put on the Hilbert function and still guarantee the
existence of an ideal with maximum Betti numbers?
We will attack these problems through the remainder of the chapters. We will
now give a brief overview of the structure of these chapters.
In Chapter 2, we will discuss properties of a particular order on the monomials
in S: the lexicographic order. In particular, we will establish several inequalities
and results about the combinatorics of the lexicographic order. The primary result
is Proposition 2.6.6, which eventually leads to Proposition 3.3.5. The latter result
allows us, in certain situations, to replace our consideration of ideals with simpler
sets of monomials.
3
Chapter 3 begins with an overview of some known answers to the questions above
about Hilbert families. Then we prove Lemma 3.3.2 which allows us to work with D-
depth Hilbert families. After discussing some results about D-depth Hilbert families,
we will arrive at Proposition 3.3.5, which will be pivotal for later results.
Chapter 4 is devoted to establishing one of our main results, Theorem 4.0.1. It
shows that ideals with maximum Betti numbers do exist in a 1-depth family in a
polynomial ring with less than 5 variables. On the other hand, Chapter 6 gives
some counter-examples with a higher numbers of variables and depths, showing that
Theorem 4.0.1 cannot be completely extended. See Table 1.1 for a summary of results
on when an ideal with maximum Betti numbers exists.
In addition to theoretical results, we may wish to compute these maximum Betti
numbers. To that end, we will describe an algorithm in Chapter 5 which is imple-
mented in the Macaulay2 package “MaxBettiNumbers”. This algorithm, along with
modifications, is able to find saturated ideals with maximal Betti numbers in the
1-depth Hilbert family where bounds are set on the Hilbert function. As a result, the
algorithm can give sharp upper bounds for the Betti numbers, and also determine
when such bounds are simultaneously attainable.
Copyright© Jay White, 2021.
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Table 1.1: Table indicating when a D-depth family of ideals in a polynomial ring with
n`1 variables is guaranteed to either contain an ideal with maximum Betti numbers






































n ě D ` 2 7
5
Chapter 2 Counting in the Lexicographic Order
In this chapter, we will discuss the lexicographic order. The primary focus will be
to count monomials that are in this order, with most attention on the max index of
each monomial. While there are some other results that will be helpful, the main
takeaway from this chapter is Proposition 2.6.6.
Section 2.1 will give some basic definitions. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 will explore a
connection between intervals and Macaulay representations, culminating in Proposi-
tion 2.3.6. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 will use Proposition 2.3.6 to prove some inequalities,
the most important being Proposition 2.5.6, which will lead to the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.6.6 in Section 2.6.
2.1 The Lexicographic Order
Throughout this chapter, we will be defining and developing a special ordering on
the monomials in the polynomial ring R “ Krx0, . . . , xns. We use the notation
a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
an
n when referring to monomials in R. We will also use MonR to denote
the set of monomials in R and MonrRsd to denote the set of degree d monomials in
R.
Definition 2.1.1. Given monomials a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
an
n and b “ x
b0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
bn
n in R, we will
say that a ą b if ai ą bi, where i is the smallest value such that ai ‰ bi. This defines
the lexicographic (or “lex”) order on monomials.
Note: with this definition, we have that x0 ą x1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą xn.
Remark 2.1.2. The lexicographic order is a monomial order, which means that for
all monomials a, b, and c, (1) a ě 1 and (2) a ą bñ ca ą cb.


















To show the interaction between degrees, we can draw a triangular shape for the set

























Figure 2.1: The set MonrRsď3 when R “ Krx0, . . . , x2s.
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Definition 2.1.4. Given a, b P MonrRsd, we will define the following interval nota-
tion:
ra, bs :“ tc P MonrRsd | a ě c ě bu ,
pa, bq :“ tc P MonrRsd | a ą c ą bu .
We define half-open intervals as could be expected. Also, for any c P MonR, we write
cra, bs :“ rca, cbs.
Note: this notation is the reverse of standard interval notation because the larger
monomial is written first. This is so that the order matches the way it would be





Very often, the most important information about a monomial is the last variable
that appears in it – the variable with highest index. This index is encoded by the
maxi function.
Definition 2.1.5. Given a P MonrRsd, the max index of a ‰ 1 is
maxi a :“ maxti | ai ą 0u
where maxi 1 “ 0. Setting m “ maxi a means that for a ‰ 1 we can write
a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am
m
where am ą 0.
2.2 Intervals and Binomial Coefficients
The goal of these next two sections is to explore and apply the relationship between
the cardinality of lexicographic intervals and Macaulay representations (Definition
and Lemma 2.3.1). This relationship is motivated by Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, and
the the main result is Proposition 2.3.6 from which some useful inequalities easily
flow.
















Lemma 2.2.2. Given any power of a variable xdj P R, the number of monomials in














Proof. Because the variables x0, . . . , xj´1 cannot appear in a monomial less than x
d
j ,
the desired quantity is the same as dimK rpxj, . . . , xnqsd, which can be interpreted as
the problem of placing d indistinguishable items into n´ j ` 1 bins.
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Next, we will decompose the two intervals rxd0, aq and ra, x
d
ns into sub-intervals
that allow us to count their monomials using binomial coefficients.
Lemma 2.2.3. Given any monomial a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
an









where Ak “ k ` an´k`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an ´ 1. In particular, An ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą A1 ě 0.
Proof. If a “ 1, then Ak “ k ´ 1, and the sum is 0, as it should be. Otherwise, we
set m “ maxi a and bi :“ ai`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am ą 0, as am ą 0, for 0 ď i ď m. There are
two things to note.
1. First, note that when i “ 0,







2. Second, for 0 ď i ď m´ 1, we have that







is the monomial immediately before/larger than











which equals a when i “ m´ 1.












































n´ i` bi ´ 1
n´ i
˙




























The next formula may seem somewhat unnecessary since we could simply use the





´ #rxd0, aq. While this is true, and is actually the point
of Corollary 2.3.8, our goal here is to establish the relationship between intervals
and Macaulay representations. The important thing is that we have this form where
Ad ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą A1 ě 0.
Lemma 2.2.4. Consider a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
an












k ` n´m if k “ am
k ` n´ 1´ i if ai`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am ă k ď ai ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am for some 0 ď i ă m.


















Proof. We set bi :“ ai`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am for 0 ď i ď m. There are three things to note.
1. First, we have that for i “ 0,







2. Second, for 1 ď i ď m where there is some τ ă i with aτ ą 0, we let τ be the
largest such τ . Then, we have that







is the monomial immediately after/smaller than




















This gives us the following disjoint union of intervals:
ra, xdns “ rx
a0































































































We can now use Lemma 2.2.2 to find a formula.

























































Finally, suppose d ě k1 ą k2 ą am where
ai1`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am ă k1 ď ai1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am
ai2`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am ă k2 ď ai2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am
for some 0 ď i1, i2 ă m. This gives us that ai2`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am ă ai1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am. So,
i2 ` 1 ą i1 and thus, i2 ě i1. Hence, Ak1 “ k1 ` n ´ 1 ´ i1 ą k2 ` n ´ 1 ´ i2 “ Ak2 .
Additionally, Aam`1 ě pam ` 1q ` n ´ 1 ´ pm ´ 1q ą am ` n ´m “ Aam . Thus, we
have that Ad ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Aam ě 0.
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Example 2.2.5. Consider n “ 3 and a “ x20x1x
3
2 P Krx0, . . . , x3s. So, d “ 6 and


























































































































































































































































































The counts obtained in Lemmas 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are examples of, and motivate, this
next definition.
Definition and Lemma 2.3.1. Given a positive integer, d, and a nonnegative in-
























where Ad ą Ad´1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą A1 ě 0. This is called the dth Macaulay representation of
























where Ad ą Ad´1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą Ak ě k.
Note: these Ai values are the same in both sums; we simply have that Ai “ i´ 1
for i ă k. This means that the last k ´ 1 binomials equal 0. As a result, these sums
are interchangeable.



























Proof. This is an well-established result. See, e.g., Lemma 4.2.6 in [3] for a proof.
The notation Axdy and Axdy are common in existing literature, so we are using the
same notation for the sake of compatibility.
Remark 2.3.2. There are several important points to make here:











- As a result, because the zero terms in the representation will still be zero after
one of these three functions are applied, all three functions can simply be applied
to the alternative, truncated version of the representation.
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- However, the functions A´xdy and Axdy do not typically give a Macaulay repre-





term. This shows up in the following corollary.









does not always equal A.































“ 3. This is an






















































For the main motivation of this section, Proposition 2.3.6, we need a definition.
Definition 2.3.4. Setting m “ maxi a for a monomial a ‰ 1 means that we can
write
a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am
m
where am ą 0. We then define
qa :“ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am´1
m “ a{xm
pa :“ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am`1
m “ axm
and also define p1 :“ x0.
This is best interpreted with a pictorial view of monomials.
Example 2.3.5. If we take a “ x20x1x
3









Looking at Figure 2.2, we see that qa is the monomial “below” a. pa is a bit more
























































































Figure 2.2: Monomials and intervals near x20x1x
3
2.
As a result, rpa, axns is the set of monomials with degree deg a ` 1 that are a
multiple of a but not a multiple of anything larger, and qa is the largest factor of a
with degree deg a´ 1.
Proposition 2.3.6. Consider a P MonrRsd. Then, we have





and if d ě 1,
#rxd´10 ,qaq “ #rx
d
0, aqxny, (2.2)





Proof. Let m “ maxi a, and we have
a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am
m
qa “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am´1
m
pa “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am`1
m .




















































































j ` n´ 1´ i
j
˙
“ #rpa, xd`1n s.
















j ` n´ 1´ i
j
˙
“ #rqa, xd´1n s.
Example 2.3.7. Using the values from Example 2.2.5, we can compute the lengths







































































































































































In terms of Figure 2.2, Proposition 2.3.6 states that A´xdy represents the length
of the interval beneath the rightmost, length A, degree d interval. Also, Bxny rep-
resents the length of the interval beneath the leftmost, length B, degree d interval.
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Corollary 2.3.8 states that if we know that A ` B is the total number of monomials
in degree d, then A´xdy `Bxny must also be the total number of monomials in degree
d´ 1. While this is the basic idea, it is stated in a more usable form.





































ě A ě 0, there is some monomial a P MonrRsd
such that #ra, xdns “ A. Thus, we have












Applying the identity bxny “ b´ b

























“ #rxd´10 ,qaq `#rqa, x
d´1
n s









which is equivalent to Equation (2.4) after rearranging. Setting B “ #rxd0, aq and




















Corollary 2.3.9. The functions A ÞÑ Axdy, A ÞÑ A´xdy, and A ÞÑ Axdy are monotone
increasing.
Proof. If a, b P MonRd are monomials with a ě b, then qa ě qb and pa ě pb. Hence, the
claim follows directly from the interval interpretation of Proposition 2.3.6.
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2.4 Basic Inequalities
We will now turn to establishing some inequalities we use later on. Macaulay rep-
resentations play a key role in the characterization of Hilbert functions through the
bound given in Theorem 2.4.1. We can use this inequality to find a sort of Triangle
Inequality (Lemma 2.4.3). We will also find a Squeeze Theorem (Lemma 2.4.4) and
ultimately prove another useful inequality in Proposition 2.5.6, which is the key to
Proposition 2.6.6.
Macaulay [10] showed in 1927 that the Hilbert function must satisfy the following
bound. This inequality gives an upper bound for the Hilbert function in a higher
degree.
Theorem 2.4.1 (Macaulay’s bound). Let h be a Hilbert function of some quotient
of S. Then,
hpdqxdy ě hpd` 1q
for any d P N0.
Proof. For a proof, we refer to Theorem 4.2.10 in [3].
We can also invert this bound, giving a lower bound for the Hilbert function in a
lower degree.
Corollary 2.4.2. Let h be a Hilbert function of an ideal. Then,
hpdq´xdy ď hpd´ 1q.







A consequence of these inequalities is a Triangle Inequality. The gist of this proof
is that we construct an ideal with Hilbert function A`B in degree d, and A`B´xdy
in degree d´ 1. Then we conclude by Corollary 2.4.2.
Lemma 2.4.3 (Triangle Inequality for Macaulay Representations). If A, B, and d
are non-negative integers, then
rA`Bs´xdy ď A´xdy `B´xdy,
rA`Bs
xdy ě Axdy `Bxdy.
Proof. Fix d, and let n,m be large enough so that A ď # MonrRsd and B ď
# MonrSsd where R “ Krx0, . . . , xns and S “ Kry0, . . . , yms. Let a P MonrRsd
and b P MonrSsd be such that A “ #ra, x
d
ns and B “ #rb, x
d
ms. Setting t “ maxi a
gives
a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
at
t qa “ x
a0




Consider any monomial e P R with e ą qa and any variable xi. We wish to show that
exi ą a. By the definition of the lexicographic order, there is some k ď t with ek ą ak
and ej “ aj for j ă k. Now, if i ą t ě k, then
exi “ x
e0
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
ek
k ¨ ¨ ¨ x
ei`1




0 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
ak
k ¨ ¨ ¨ x
at
t “ a
and if i ď t, then because the lexicographic order is a monomial order (Remark 2.1.2),
exi ą qaxi ě qaxt “ a.
In either case, we have that exi ą a if e ą qa. So, there is no monomial in ra, x
d
ns that
is a multiple of a monomial in rxd´10 ,qaq.
Thus, we have that quotient by the ideal, I Ă R, generated by rxd0, aq Y rx
d´1
0 ,qaq
has Hilbert function such that
hR{Ipdq “ #ra, x
d
ns “ A,
and, by Proposition 2.3.6,
hR{Ipd´ 1q “ #rqa, x
s´1
n s “ A
´xdy.






hS{Jpd´ 1q “ B
´xdy.
Now, let T “ Krx0, . . . , xm, y0, . . . , yns and
H “ xxiyjy ` IT ` JT.
Thus,
hT {Hpdq “ hR{Ipdq ` hS{Jpdq
“ A`B
and
hT {Hpd´ 1q “ hR{Ipd´ 1q ` hS{Jpd´ 1q
“ A´xdy `B´xdy.
By Corollary 2.4.2, we obtain the first desired result. The second follows from the
fact that A “ A´xdy ` Axdy which follows from Definition and Lemma 2.3.1.
Often, if we can estimate an integer, we may wish to know what the first few
terms of its Macaulay representation are. The following Squeeze Theorem gives us
such a result, and is used heavily in proving some of the following results.
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Lemma 2.4.4 (Squeeze Theorem for Macaulay Representations). Consider the dth














































We have the following
1. Let k “ maxti | Ai ‰ Biu. Then A ą B if and only if Ak ą Bk.
2. Let j ď d. If A ď B ď C and Ai “ Ci for i ą j, then
a) Ai “ Bi “ Ci for i ą j,
b) Aj ď Bj ď Cj, and










, then Bj ň Cj.
Proof. The first statement is simply saying that the Macaulay representation respects
the lexicographic order. See, e.g., Lemma 4.2.7 in [3] for a proof of this fact.
The second statement generalizes this by saying that if the first few terms are the
same, then the next term must respect the same order, with a possible strict upper
bound. This follows immediately from the first statement.
2.5 A More Complex Inequality
The last inequality that we will need is Proposition 2.5.6. The proof is very complex,
and we will break it down into smaller pieces. Lemmas 2.5.3 to 2.5.5 give us the
result in two different cases while Equations (2.6) to (2.8) give helpful simplifications
for these lemmas.
The main difficulty involved in this proof is the subtraction of Macaulay repre-
sentations. This is accomplished by focusing on dividing the representations into a
group of terms that match, and a group of terms that do not match. The leading
terms will be the ones that match, while the trailing terms will be the ones that do
not match. When the numbers are then subtracted, the leading terms will all cancel.
As a result, we often only will need to focus on the trailing part of a representation.
We will introduce some notation to simplify the expressions we will get.


















































Because we will consider d to be fixed for the remainder of the section, we will simply
write A{k and A ˚ k.
We will need one of following identities for each of Lemmas 2.5.3 to 2.5.5. Each
of these identities essentially breaks a Macaulay representation into a leading and a
trailing part that will cancel later on.

















Then, the following two equations hold for k ď d,
A´xdy ´ rA{ks´xky “ rA´ A{ks´xdy (2.6)
A´ rA{ks´xky “
„
















Also, for k ă d,
A´ rA{pk ` 1qs´xk`1y “
“
Axdy ´ A ˚ k
‰´xd`1y























Equation (2.7) is more work. We will first compute the terms of the right hand
side:








































































































































Finally, we show Equation (2.8).






































































` rA ˚ k ´ A{ks´xk`1y.
Lemmas 2.5.3 to 2.5.5 all have very similar structure and give formulas that drive
the proof of Proposition 2.5.6. In each case, we use the Squeeze Theorem to get exact
values for the leading part of a difference. This leading part can then be isolated from
the trailing part. Lemma 2.5.3 gives a formula for rA´ Cs´xdy while Lemmas 2.5.4





Lemma 2.5.3. Suppose 1 ď k ď d, and 0 ď C ď A{k. Then,
rA´ Cs´xdy “ A´xdy ´ rA{ks´xky ` rA{k ´ Cs´xky.

























































































So, by Equation (2.6) of Lemma 2.5.2,










“ A´xdy ´ rA{ks´xky ` rA{k ´ Cs´xky.




ď A´ rA{ks´xky ` rA{k ´ Cs´xky.
Proof. Consider the pd` 1qth Macaulay representation of Axdy ´ C,











We can compute part of Axdy ´ C as before,


























































By the squeeze theorem (Lemma 2.4.4), we have Bi`1 “ Ai ` 1 for i ą k and
Bk`1 “ Ak. So,





























































































´ A{k ` A{k ´ C
´xky
.










ě 0, the triangle inequality (Lemma 2.4.3)




















` rA{k ´ Cs´xky.




ď A´ rA{ks´xky ` rA{k ´ Cs´xky.




ď A´ rA{pk ` 1qs´xk`1y ` rA{pk ` 1q ´ Cs´xk`1y.
Proof. Consider the pd` 1qth Macaulay representation of Axdy ´ C.











We can compute part of Axdy ´ C as we have done before.



















































This time, by the squeeze theorem (Lemma 2.4.4), we get that Bi`1 “ Ai ` 1 for
i ą k. So,
















































Axdy ´ A ˚ k
‰´xd`1y
` rA ˚ k ´ Cs´xk`1y. (2.9)
Note: We will use Corollary 2.3.8 three times. In each case, we will use α “ Ak`1,
d “ k ` 1, and in each case some B ď A ˚ k ´A{k. The corollary will apply because
Ak`1 ą Ak and thus,
















We will focus on the final term of Equation (2.9) here:
„




pA ˚ k ´ A{kq ´ pC ´ A{kq
´xk`1y
.
We use Equation (2.4) to get
„
A ˚ k ´ C
´xk`1y










´ pA ˚ k ´ A{kq ` pC ´ A{kq
´xAk`1´k´1y
.
The triangle inequality (Lemma 2.4.3) applied to the second summand gives
„
A ˚ k ´ C
´xk`1y


















We now use Equations (2.4) and (2.5) to convert back
„
A ˚ k ´ C
´xk`1y







A ˚ k ´ A{k
´xk`1y















































Substituting this into Equation (2.9) and applying Equation (2.8) of Lemma 2.5.2
gives the desired result.
Finally, we arrive at the main result for this section, which is a combination of
Lemmas 2.5.3 to 2.5.5. An interpretation and motivation of this inequality in terms
of lexicographic intervals can be found in Proposition 2.6.6.





ě A´xdy ´ rA´ Cs´xdy.





















for all i, A{k ě A ˚ pk´1q
and A ˚ k ě A{k giving us that
A “ A{d ě A ˚ pd´ 1q ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě A{j ě A ˚ pj ´ 1q “ 0.
So, we have two cases. Either A{k ě C ą A˚pk´1q, A˚k ě C ě A{k for appropriate
k, or C “ 0. Lemmas 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 give us the result in the first case, Lemmas 2.5.3
and 2.5.5 give us the result in the second case, and the C “ 0 case is trivial.




This next definition plays a huge role in computing and maximizing Betti numbers.
The notation used here may differ from existing literature where mi is often used in
place of three different concepts. We will primarily focus on měi, but will define all
three for the sake of clarity and symmetry.
The idea of this definition is to create a tally of the max index of a set of mono-
mials. mi counts the number of monomials in a set with max index i, měi counts the
number of monomials in a set with max index at least i, and mďi counts the number
of monomials in a set with max index at most i.
Definition 2.6.1. Recall from Definition 2.1.5 that maxi a is the variable with highest
index that appears in a. Let Q be a set of monomials in R “ Krx0, . . . , xns. We write
mipQq :“ #ta P Q | maxi a “ iu
mďipQq :“ #ta P Q | maxi a ď iu
měipQq :“ #ta P Q | maxi a ě iu
Note: we will occasionally refer to the tuple pm0pQq, . . . ,mnpQqq as the m-vector of
Q and the tuple pměnpQq, . . . ,měnpQqq as the mě-vector of Q.
Lemma 2.6.2. Given monomials a, b P rxd0, x
d
ns such that a ě b, one has pa ě
pb and
if b ‰ 1, qa ě qb.
Proof. This follows from Definitions 2.1.1 and 2.3.4.
Lemma 2.6.3. Let a ‰ 1 be a monomial of R “ Krx0, . . . , xns with degree d. Then,
mnra, x
d





n, aq “ #rx
d´1
n ,qaq.
Proof. We will prove the first equation. The second has an analogous proof. Let
m “ maxi a. Given b P rqa, xd´1n s, we have that qa ě b which implies that a “ qaxm ě
qaxn ě bxn (see Remark 2.1.2.) So, bxn P ra, x
d
ns.
Thus, it suffices to show that the map b ÞÑ bxn gives a bijection from rqa, x
d´1
n s to
the monomials in ra, xdns with max index n. The map is clearly injective.
Given bxn P ra, x
d
ns, we have that a ě bxn which implies that qa ě
}bxn “ b via
Lemma 2.6.2. So, b P rqa, xd´1n s and the map is surjective.























Proof. The first and third equations are a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3.6 and
Lemma 2.6.3. The other equations are implied by A “ A´xjy ` Axjy.
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Lemma 2.6.5. Let a, b be monomials of R “ Krx0, . . . , xns both with degree d.
Then, there exists a monomial rb P R of degree d ` 1 such that #ra, bs “ #rpa,rbs.
Furthermore,
mnrpa,rbs ě mnra, bs.
Proof. This result comes from applying Proposition 2.3.6 and Lemma 2.6.3 to Propo-
sition 2.5.6. If d “ 0, the result is trivial. So, we can safely assume that a and b are
not 1.
First, we note that rb must exist because the map r ÞÑ pr is an injection from ra, bs
to rpa, xd`1n s.
Now, we set A “ #ra, xdns and C “ #ra, bs. By Proposition 2.3.6 and Corol-
lary 2.6.4 we have
mnra, x
d






































Substituting these equations into Proposition 2.5.6 gives us










Proposition 2.6.6. Let a, b be monomials of R “ Krx0, . . . , xns both with degree d
and let m “ maxi a. Consider any monomial ra P rpa, axns “ raxm, axns. Then, there
exists a monomial rb P R of degree d` 1 such that #ra, bs “ #rra,rbs. Furthermore,
měirra,rbs ě měira, bs
for all 0 ď i ď n.
Proof. If d “ 0, the result is trivial. So, assume that a and b are not 1. Also, we note
that rb must exist because the map r ÞÑ rxn is an injection from ra, bs to rra, x
d`1
n s.
We will use induction on both n and #ra, bs. When n “ 0 or #ra, bs ď 1, the
result is trivial. We will assume the claim is true for all smaller values of n and
#ra, bs ě 2. For clarity, we will explicitly state where the induction is used.
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Remark about notation: to keep things organized, we use a, b, etc. to indicate
monomials of degree d; ra, rb, etc. to indicate monomials of degree d ` 1; and a1, ra1,
etc. to indicate monomials in the ring R1, which we will define.
There are three cases to consider.
(1) Consider the case i “ n. Let rc P rpa,rbs be such that #rpa,rcs “ #rra,rbs. Notice
that mnrpa,raq “ 0. Since rra,rbs “ rra,rcs Y prc,rbs, one gets
měnrra,rbs “ mnrra,rbs
“ mnrra,rcs `mnprc,rbs
“ mnrpa,raq `mnrra,rcs `mnprc,rbs
ě mnrpa,rcs
By choice of rb, we have #ra, bs “ #rra,rbs, and so #ra, bs “ #rpa,rcs. Hence
Lemma 2.6.5 give mnrpa,rcs ě mnra, bs. Combined with the previous estimate,
we obtain
měnrra,rbs ě mnra, bs “ měnra, bs.
(2) Consider the case where ra “ axn. Let c “ maxpa, bs, which exists because
#ra, bs ě 2. So,
ra, bs “ tau Y rc, bs
rra,rbs “ trau Y rpc,rbs
because, by choice of c, the monomial pc follows axn immediately in the lex-
icographic order of degree d ` 1 monomials. Thus, #rc, bs “ #rpc,rbs. Using
induction on #ra, bs, we have that měirpc,rbs ě měirc, bs. Hence, we obtain
měirra,rbs “ měitrau `měirpc,rbs
“ 1`měirpc,rbs
ě měitau `měirc, bs
“ měira, bs.
(3) Lastly, we will consider the case where i ă n and ra ‰ axn. Let R
1 :“
Krx0, . . . , xn´1s. Consider the injective ring homomorphism ι : R
1 Ñ R where
xi ÞÑ xi. Taking the preimage ι
´1 of a set of monomials simply “removes”
all monomials with max index n. As a result, for A Ă MonpRq, we have
měkpAq “ mnpAq ` měkpι
´1pAqq. Specifically, when k “ 0, we have that
#A “ mnpAq `#ι
´1pAq. We have





where the inequality follows from Case #1.
Because ra ‰ axn, n ą maxira ě maxi a. So, neither ra nor a are removed by ι
´1.
Thus, there exist a1,ra1 P R1 such that ιpa1q “ a and ιpra1q “ ra. In essence, a and
a1 are the same monomials, just in different rings. (The same can be said of ra
and ra1.) It follows that ra1 P rpa1, a1xn´1s.
Let b1 :“ min ι´1ra, bs and rc1 :“ min ι´1rra,rbs. Notice that ι´1 takes an interval
in R to an interval in R1. Thus,
ι´1ra, bs “ ra1, b1s (2.11)
ι´1rra,rbs “ rra1,rc1s. (2.12)
From Inequality (2.10), we see that #ra1, b1s ě #rra1,rc1s. By induction on n,
there exists some monomial rδ P R1 such that #rra1, rδs “ #ra1, b1s ě #rra1,rc1s
(which gives rc1 ě rδ) and
měirra
1, rδs ě měira
1, b1s. (2.13)
We now get:




měirra,rbs “ mnrra,rbs `měirra
1,rc1s,
because rc1 ě rδ,




měirra,rbs ě mnrra,rbs `měira
1, b1s ´#prc1, rδs,
using Equation (2.11),
měirra,rbs ě mnrra,rbs `měiι
´1
ra, bs ´ p#rra1, rδs ´#rra1,rc1sq,
by choice of rδ and Equation (2.12),
měirra,rbs ě mnrra,rbs `měiι
´1
ra, bs ´#ra1, b1s `#ι´1rra,rbs,
and using Equation (2.11) again and rearranging finally gives,
měirra,rbs ě pmnrra,rbs `#ι
´1
rra,rbsq ´#ι´1ra, bs `měiι
´1
ra, bs
“ #rra,rbs ´#ι´1ra, bs `měiι
´1
ra, bs
“ #ra, bs ´#ι´1ra, bs `měiι
´1
ra, bs
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Chapter 3 Maximum Betti Numbers
We now have enough machinery in place to answer some of the questions of Sec-
tion 1.2. We will see that the ideals with largest Betti numbers are lexsegment ideals.
We then explore 0-depth Hilbert families in Section 3.2, and find answers to some
basic questions about them. Finally, we will look at D-depth Hilbert families and
reduce questions on them to 0-depth Hilbert families with most complex conditions,
and this will make them much easier to attack.
3.1 Lexsegment Ideals
Definition 3.1.1.
a. An ideal I Ă S “ Krx0, . . . , xns is a lexsegment ideal if for every pair of mono-
mials a, b P S with the same degree,
pa P I and b ě aq ñ b P I.
In other words, for each d, there is some a such that Mon Id “ rx
d
0, as.
b. Analogously, if P is a set of monomials, a set Q Ă P is a lexsegment subset of
P if for every pair of monomials a, b P P with the same degree,
pa P Q and b ě aq ñ b P Q.
In other words, for each d, there is some a such that MonQd “ rx
d
0, as ´ P .
c. For lexsegment ideals I Ă J , we define
I ´ J :“ Mon I ´Mon J.
Remark 3.1.2. Note that the set of monomials of a lexsegment ideal must form
a lexsegment subset of MonS, and in fact, this is a characterization of lexsegment
ideals. However, not every lexsegment subset of MonS is the set of monomials of
some lexsegment ideal.





IPI are lexsegment ideals.
Proof. Let a, b P S be monomials with the same degree.
Suppose a P
Ş





IPI and b ě a. Because the ideals in I are monomial ideals, there







IPI are lexsegment ideals.
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One essential fact about lexsegment ideals is that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between Hilbert functions and lexsegment ideals. This is the essence of
Macaulay’s theorem [10] in Theorem 2.4.1.
Theorem 3.1.4 (Macaulay). Let h be the Hilbert function of some quotient of S.
Then, there exists a unique lexsegment ideal with that Hilbert function.
Because this connection is so ubiquitous, we will introduce some notation.
Definition 3.1.5. Consider any ideal I Ă S, with Hilbert function h “ hS{I . We
will let both LSh and I
lex denote the unique lexsegment ideal with Hilbert function h.
Because these lexsegment ideals will be so useful, we wish to have formulas for
their Betti numbers. The next few results will accomplish this.
Recall that qa “ a{xm for a monomial a with m “ maxi a.
Lemma 3.1.6. The set of minimal generators of a proper lexsegment ideal I Ĺ S, is
GpIq “ ta P Mon I | qa R Iu.
Proof. Consider a P GpIq. Thus, we have that a P Mon I and a is not a proper
multiple of any monomial in I. However, a is a proper multiple of qa. So, qa R I.
Consider a P Mon I such that qa R I. Setting m “ maxi a, we have a “ xa00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
am
m .
Consider any b where a is a multiple of b “ xb00 ¨ ¨ ¨ x
bm
m . So, ai ě bi for all i ď m.
Setting e “ degqa´ deg b, we get that qa ě bxem. Thus, bx
e
m R I and so, b R I. Thus, a
is not a multiple of any monomial in I. So, a P GpIq.
Recall that m-vectors are defined in Definition 2.1.5.
Lemma 3.1.7. Consider lexsegment ideals I Ă J Ă S where J ´ I is finite. Then,
for every i,
miGpIq ´miGpJq “ mďi´1pJ ´ Iq
Proof. Consider any 1 ‰ b P Mon J . If qb P I then b P I, which shows that
J ´ I “ tb P J ´ I | qb R Iu.
Additionally, because tb P MonS | qb “ au “ rpa, axns and qb P J ´ I implies b P J , one
gets
tb P Mon J | qb P J ´ Iu “ tb P MonS | qb P J ´ Iu “ tb P rpa, axns | a P J ´ Iu.
Using these two equations along with Lemma 3.1.6, we can write the following equa-
tion, where all unions are disjoint:
GpIq Y pJ ´ Iq “ tb P Mon I | qb R Iu Y tb P J ´ I | qb R Iu
“ tb P Mon J | qb R Iu
“ tb P Mon J | qb R Ju Y tb P Mon J | qb P J ´ Iu








aPJ´Irpa, axns is indeed a disjoint union since a ą b implies axn ą
pb.
We now compute mi:








1 if maxi a ď i
0 else
“ miGpJq `#ta P J ´ I | maxi a ď iu
“ miGpJq `mďipJ ´ Iq.
Rearranging gives the desired result.
Now, we arrive at a formula for the Betti numbers. In 1990, Eliahou and Kervaire
[6] constructed a minimal resolution for what are called stable ideals. We omit the
definition. Here, it is sufficient to note that every lexsegment ideal is stable. From this
resolution, we also get a simple formula where we only need to know miGpIq to com-
pute the Betti numbers. This is exactly what we need. Recall from Definition 1.1.3
that βSi,jpIq denotes a graded Betti number of I.
Theorem 3.1.8 (Eliahou-Kervaire). For a lexsegment ideal I Ă S, we have the


















Corollary 3.1.9. Consider lexsegment ideals I Ă J Ă S where J ´ I is finite. Then
one has, for each q,

























In particular, βSq pJq ď β
S
q pIq.
Proof. The first equality follows from Lemma 3.1.7 and Theorem 3.1.8. The second is














3.2 The 0-Depth Case
The first, most natural question to ask is: what is the homogeneous ideal with a given
Hilbert function that has largest Betti numbers? The answer is that the unique lexseg-
ment ideal is. This was shown in 1993 by Bigatti [2] and Hulett [9] independently
using combinatorial methods if K has characteristic zero, and the result was then
proved in 1996 for nonzero characteristic by Pardue [11] using a non-combinatorial
proof. Recall that any ideal of the polynomial ring S is assumed to be homogeneous.
Theorem 3.2.1 (Bigatti-Hulett-Pardue). Let h be the Hilbert function of some quo-
tient of S. Then, LSh has maximum graded Betti numbers in the Hilbert family,
I :“
 





In other words, βq,q`jpI
lexq ě βq,q`jpIq for all ideals I Ă S and integers q,j.
This result works nicely for the graded Betti numbers. However, when we compare
ideals with different Hilbert functions, the graded Betti numbers are not necessarily
comparable. Instead we will compare the total Betti numbers. First, instead of
restricting our family of ideals by specifying the entire Hilbert function, we only
specifying what the Hilbert function will be eventually, i.e. we specify the Hilbert
polynomial. We get the following result.
Proposition 3.2.2. Let p be the Hilbert polynomial of some graded quotient of S and
p ­“ pS. Then, the Hilbert family,
I :“
 
ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p
(
,
has unbounded total Betti numbers.
Proof. Consider I P I, and let a be any monomial in I lex. Set J “ rI lexsąd where
d “ deg a. Note that J is a lexsegment ideal with pS{J “ p. Because I
lex is a
lexsegment ideal and xd0 ě a, x
d
0 P I
lex ´ J and we get that mďn´1pI
lex ´ Jq ą 0. By
Corollary 3.1.9 and Theorem 3.2.1, we have that βqpJq ą βqpI
lexq ě βqpIq.
Next, we can ask what will happen if we put bounds on the Hilbert function. This
case is still fairly simple, but we find that whether or not we have a maximum will
depend on our bounds.




ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇF pdq ě hS{Ipdq ě Gpdq for all d
(
.
Assume I is non-trivial, and let L and J be the intersection and sum, respectively,
of all lexsegment ideals in I. There are three cases:
1. Suppose that F pdq “ Gpdq for d " 0.
Then, L is in I and has maximum total Betti numbers in I.
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2. Suppose mďn´1pJ ´ Lq is finite. Choose any N such that N ą deg a for all
a P J ´ L with maxi a ď n´ 1.
Then, L` rJsąN has maximum total Betti numbers in I.
3. Otherwise, I has unbounded total Betti numbers.
Note: we cannot say that L “ LSF because F may not be a valid Hilbert function.
Instead, L is the lexsegment ideal of the degree-wise maximum valid Hilbert function
satisfying those bounds. Analogously, J is the lexsegment ideal of the degree-wise
minimum valid Hilbert function satisfying those bounds.
Proof. First, by Lemma 3.1.3 we can see that I and J must be lexsegment ideals.
Note that, by the definition of L, for each d, there is some lexsegment ideal I P I
such that rLsd “ rIsd and thus, hS{Lpdq “ hS{Ipdq. So, F pdq ě hS{Lpdq ě Gpdq for
all d, and thus L P I. Similarly, J P I. Additionally, given any lexsegment ideal, I,
such that L Ă I Ă J , we have that
F pdq ě hS{Lpdq ě hS{Ipdq ě hS{Jpdq ě Gpdq
for all d giving that I P I. In part, this means that, in the second case, L`rJsąN P I
because L Ă L` rJsąN Ă J .
Case 1: Suppose F pdq “ Gpdq for d " 0. Because F pdq ě hS{Lpdq ě hS{J ě Gpdq
for all d, we have that hS{Lpdq “ hS{Jpdq for d " 0 which implies finiteness of J´L and
that mďn´1pJ ´ Lq is finite, reducing to the second case. In particular, by choosing
N ą deg a for all a P J ´ L, we get L` rJsąN “ L.
Case 2: Suppose that mďn´1pJ ´ Lq is finite, and consider any I P I. Because
I lex P I, L Ă I lex Ă J . Let I 1 “ I lex ` rJsąN which gives I 1 ´ I lex Ă rJsąN ´ L and
thus, mďn´1pI
1 ´ I lexq “ 0 because, by choice of N , we have mďn´1prJsąN ´ Lq “ 0.
We will now define a map ϕ : GpI lexq Ñ GpI 1q. We will show that it is well-





lexq Ă I 1, let




n where e ď an is the smallest value such that ϕpaq P I
1.
Case a) Suppose ϕpaq “ a and maxi a “ n. So, maxiϕpaq “ maxi a “ n. By
choice of e, ~ϕpaq R I 1.
Case b) Suppose ϕpaq “ a and maxi a ă n. So, maxipqaq ă n. By Lemma 3.1.6,
qa R I lex and because mďn´1prJsąN ´ Lq “ 0, ~ϕpaq “ qa R I
1.
Case c) Suppose ϕpaq ‰ a. Because a is a proper multiple of ϕpaq and a P GpI lexq,
ϕpaq R I lex. So, maxiϕpaq “ n “ maxi a, e ą 0, and thus by choice of e, ~ϕpaq R I 1.
In all cases, qa R I 1 so, by Lemma 3.1.6, ϕpaq P GpI 1q. Additionally, maxiϕpaq “
maxi a.
Finally, if ϕpaq “ ϕpbq then either a is a multiple of b or b is a multiple of a. If
both a and b are in GpI lexq, this means that a “ b.
So, ϕ is an injective map from GpI lexq to GpI 1q that preserves maxi. By Theo-
rem 3.1.8, we have that βqpI
1q ě βqpI
lexq.
Furthermore, because I 1´pL`rJsąNq is finite, Corollary 3.1.9 and Theorem 3.2.1
give that






Thus, L` rJsąN has maximum total Betti numbers in I.
Case 3: Consider I P I, and thus L Ă I lex Ă J . Suppose J´I lex is finite and thus,
mďn´1pI
lex´Lq is not. Let a be any monomial in I lex´L such that maxipaq ď n´1 and
set I 1 “ L`rI lexsąd where d “ deg a. Thus, I
1´I lex is finite and mďn´1pI
lex´I 1q ą 0.
So, by Corollary 3.1.9 and Theorem 3.2.1, we have that βqpI
1q ą βqpI
lexq ě βqpIq.
Also, because L Ă I 1 Ă J , I 1 P I.
Suppose, however, that J´ I lex is infinite. Let a be any monomial in J´ I lex such
that deg a ě deg b for all b P GpI lexq. Let I 1 “ I lex ` rJsąd where d “ deg a. Thus,
GpI lexq Ĺ GpI 1q. So, by Theorems 3.1.8 and 3.2.1, βqpI
1q ą βqpI
lexq ě βqpIq. Also,
because L Ă I 1 Ă J , I 1 P I. In either situation, given any I P I, we have produced an
ideal with strictly larger Betti numbers than those of I. So, the total Betti numbers
are unbounded.
3.3 Reduction of Variables
We now describe a way to maximize the Betti numbers when looking at ideals of any
depth. We first look at what happens when we restrict our family of ideals to have
nonzero depth, and later, restrict even further. As in Propositions 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, we
can use Theorem 3.2.1 to reduce the problem from a question of looking for maximums
from all ideals to simply looking at maximums from just lexsegment ideals. However,
because not all ideals with the same Hilbert function have the same depth, we will
need to modify this strategy to work when restricting the depth in some way.
First, we will introduce some notation used to “remove” variables.
Definition 3.3.1. Consider a polynomial ring S “ Krx0, . . . , xns. We define S
pkq “
Krx0, . . . , xn´ks to be the polynomial ring in k ď n fewer variables.
Given a numeric function h, we define ∆h by ∆hpdq “ hpdq ´ hpd ´ 1q for all d.
We define ∆´1h by ∆´1hpdq “
řd
i“0 hpiq for all d, and we define ∆
kh as repeated use
of these operations.
Finally, if I is a D-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S, we define Ipkq to be the
following, pD ´ kq-depth Hilbert family of ideals in Spkq:
Ipkq :“ tideal J Ă Spkq | depth J ě D ´ k and hSpkq{J “ ∆khS{I for some I P Iu
“ tideal J Ă Spkq | depth J ě D ´ k and ∆´khSpkq{J “ hS{I for some I P Iu.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let I be a D-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S “ Krx0, . . . , xns and
let k ď D. Then,











Thus, if J has maximum/maximal total/graded Betti numbers in Ipkq, JS has maxi-
mum/maximal total/graded Betti numbers in I.








“ Ipkq, and JSp1qS “ JS.
Let R “ Sp1q and consider I P I. Note that a Hilbert function does not change
under an extension of the base field. Hence, by passing to the algebraic closure in
necessary, we may assume that K is an infinite field. Since depthpS{Iq ě 1, there
is some ` P rSs1 such that I : ` “ I. So, there is an isomorphism ϕ : S{p`Sq Ñ R.
Setting J “ ϕppI ` `Sq{p`Sqq gives us that R{J – S{p`Sq
pI``Sq{p`Sq
– S{pI ` `Sq and
depthpR{Jq “ depthpS{Iq ´ 1. The exact sequence
0 Ñ pS{Iqp´1q
¨`
ÝÑ S{I Ñ S{pI ` `Sq – R{J Ñ 0





which is the first equality. To show the second part of the claim, we note that
R{J – S{p`Sq
pJS``Sq{p`Sq
. We can replace I with JS in the first part of the proof to get the
desired result.
Corollary 3.3.3. Let I be a D-depth family of ideals in S “ Krx0, . . . , xns. Then,
there exists an ideal, I, with maximum total Betti numbers in I if and only if there
exists a lexsegment ideal, L, with maximum total Betti numbers in IpDq. Furthermore,
I “ LS is one such ideal. The analogous statements with maximal and/or graded
Betti numbers also holds.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.2, it is sufficient to search for maximums in IpDq, which is a
0-depth family. By Theorem 3.2.1, lexsegment ideals have larger Betti numbers than
any others. So, we only need to search for lexsegment ideals in IpDq.
Corollary 3.3.4. Let I be a D-depth family of ideals in the polynomial ring S “
Krx0, . . . , xD`1s. Then, either I is empty, has unbounded total Betti numbers, or
contains an ideal with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
Proof. Note, SpDq “ Krx0, . . . , x1s. Any lexsegment ideal L Ă S
pDq must contain
exactly one generator of the form xd0 with the remaining generators being of the form
xe00 x
e1
1 . As a result, by Theorem 3.1.8, we have that m0pGpLqq “ 1 and m1pGpLqq “
#GpLq ´ 1. So, β0pLq “ #GpLq and β1pLq “ #GpLq ´ 1. As a result, every pair of
lexsegment ideal in IpDq have comparable total Betti numbers. This gives us exactly
the desired result.
The above result shows that it suffices to consider only lexsegment ideals in an
appropriate polynomial ring, which greatly simplifies our work. Sometimes is can be
helpful to ignore the ideal structure and simply look at sets. This is the main point
of the following result and the culmination of Chapter 2.
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Proposition 3.3.5. Consider S “ Krx0, . . . , xns. Given lexsegment ideals I Ă J Ă S
such that J ´ I is finite, let Q be a lexsegment subset of J ´ I. Then, there exists a
lexsegment ideal L with I Ă L Ă J such that
měipL´ Iq ě měipQq
for all i and
#rL´ Isďd ď #rQsďd
for all d.
Proof. Let sQ :“ QYMon I. Note that sQ is a lexsegment subset of S.





ˇ axn R sQ
(
Ă Q
In other words, N is the set of monomials that show that sQ is not the set of monomials
of an ideal. If N “ H, we let L be the ideal generated by sQ and we get Q “ L ´ I.
So the claimed inequalities are equalities, and we are done.
Otherwise, there is some D such that rN sD ‰ H. Let a “ maxrN sD and consider
and c P sQXra, xDn s. Since c ď a, we obtain cxn ą axn and because sQ is a lexsegment
subset of R and axn R sQ, we get cxn R sQ. Thus, c P N and so, rN sD “ sQX ra, x
D
n s is
the intersection of two intervals and can be written as rN sD “ ra, bs for some b. Set
j “ mintk | axk R sQu.
Suppose r sQsD`1 is nonempty. This means a ‰ x
D
0 . Let a
` :“ minrxD0 , aq R rN sD.
Since a` ą a and a P sQ, we know a` P sQ. Because a` R N , the definition of N gives
that a`xn P sQ. By choice of j, axj R sQ, giving a
`xn ą axj. Then, because a
`xn is
the monomial immediately larger than axmaxipaq, j ě maxi a.
Suppose r sQsD`1 is empty. So, a “ x
D
0 and j “ 0, which gives j ě maxi a as well.







Because b P J and b̃ ě bxn, b̃ P J . Because axj R sQ by choice of j, axj R I. So, raxj, b̃s
is a subset of J ´ I and thus, Q1 is as well. By Proposition 2.6.6, měipQ
1q ě měipQq
for all i. Also, #rQ1sďd ď #rQsďd for all d.
Note that
ř
aPQ1 deg a ą
ř
aPQ deg a. Because the first sum is bounded by the sum
ř
aPJ´I deg a, we can repeat this process only finitely many times until eventually, we
have some lexsegment subset Q2 Ă J ´ I where N “ H, měipQ
2q ě měipQq, and
#rQ2sďd ď #rQsďd. Setting L “ I ` xQ
2y gives Q2 “ L ´ I from which the desired
result follows.
This results allows us to replace searching for maximums over ideals with searching
for maximums over sets. For the sets that give these maximums, the inequalities
become equalities because the sets are able to be realized as the set L ´ I of some
ideal L.
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3.4 The Positive Depth Case
We now generalize Theorem 3.2.1 to D-depth Hilbert families by applying the re-
duction of Lemma 3.3.2 with k “ D and then using Theorem 3.2.1 on the resulting
0-depth Hilbert family.
Proposition 3.4.1. Let h be the Hilbert function of some quotient of S, and consider
the D-depth Hilbert family,
I :“
 
ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇhS{I “ h and depth I ě D
(
.
If f “ ∆Dh is a valid Hilbert function, SLRf has maximum graded Betti numbers in
I, where R “ SpDq. If f is not a valid Hilbert function, I “ H.
Proof. This follows be combining Theorem 3.2.1 and Corollary 3.3.3.
The natural next question is to ask what may happen if we only specify what the
Hilbert function will be eventually, in other words, if we fix the Hilbert polynomial.
Proposition 3.2.2 handles the 0-depth case and gives unbounded Betti numbers. Cav-
iglia and Murai [4] proved the following result, which answers this question for the
1-depth case.
Theorem 3.4.2 (Caviglia-Murai). Let p be the Hilbert polynomial of some quotient
of S, and consider the 1-depth Hilbert family,
I :“
 
saturated ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p
(
.
There exists a J with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
If we try to extend this result to higher depths, it fails. For the D-depth case,
where D ą 1, we do not have such existence. We will present two counterexamples
in Examples 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
Another question is how to extend the result of Proposition 3.2.3. In other words,
what happens when we look at a D-depth Hilbert family of ideals with certain bounds
on the Hilbert function? For D ą 1, Examples 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 will give us families
with no maximums. So, we will only consider 1-depth Hilbert families.
Question 3.4.3. When does the 1-depth family of ideals,
I “
"





F pdq ě hS{Ipdq ě Gpdq,




contain an ideal with maximum Betti numbers?
We will, in part, answer this question over the next two chapters. Our approach
used tools developed above. Corollary 3.3.3 allows us to look at only lexsegment
ideals when answering this question and Proposition 3.3.5, at times, allows us to look
at only lexsegment subsets when answering this question.
Copyright© Jay White, 2021.
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Chapter 4 The 4 variable Case
Throughout this chapter, we will assume that S “ Krx0, . . . , x3s and R “ S
p1q “
Krx0, . . . , x2s. The goal of this chapter is to answer one case of the question at the
end of last chapter. We will prove the following result.
Theorem 4.0.1. Let S “ Krx0, . . . , x3s, let f and g be numeric functions, let p be
the Hilbert polynomial of some quotient of S, and consider the 1-depth Hilbert family,
I :“
 
saturated ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p and fpdq ě ∆hS{Ipdq ě gpdq for all d
(
.
If I is nonempty, then there exists a J with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
We will need several lemmas before we can prove this at the end of Section 4.2.
4.1 A Ratio of m’s
In this section we consider monomials in R “ Krx0, x1, x2s. We will see that we need
to collect monomials in R that maximize m2. However, it is difficult to collect them
all at once, so we wish to have some way to know if a given subset has a proportionally
large m2. To that end, we will focus on the ratio
m2
mď1
. There are three key lemmas
that give inequalities involving this ratio. However, this ratio is no defined if mď1 “ 0.
As a result, although the following results are motivated by this ratio, it does not
show up explicitly. Nevertheless, to more easily understand the motivation behind
the proofs, it can be helpful to divide by mď1 when relevant.
It is straightforward to get an exact formula for the m-vector of the interval
rxd0, as Ă R. Note: we won’t use the formulas for rx
d
0, aq from Chapter 2. This is good
because those formulas end up give more complex expressions.




2 “ a P MonrRsd, one has
mď1rx
d




pa1 ` a2q pa1 ` a2 ` 1q
2
´ a1
Proof. First note that





































































2 s has cardinality a1 and only contains monomials with max index
2. The interval rxa1`a2´d1 , x
a1`a2´d
2 s has cardinality a1 ` a2 ´ d ` 1 and the only


















a1 ` a2 ´ d
¸
´ a1 “
pa1 ` a2q pa1 ` a2 ` 1q
2
´ a1
Corollary 4.1.2. For a P MonrRsd, one has
m2rx
d`1







0 , ax2s “ mď1rx
d












Proof. This follows by a straightforward computation using Lemma 4.1.1.
Inequality (4.3) gives an upper bound for m2
mď1
ratio on the interval rxd0, as. We
will also need another upper bound in a more general case. There are two subcases,
which we will deal with independently in Lemmas 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. In some sense,
Lemma 4.1.3 is a generalization of Proposition 2.6.6 that will not extend to more
variables.









e ě 0, we have
mď1rx
d




0, as ¨mď1rb, ax
e
2s
Proof. Suppose b ‰ xd`e0 . Setting c “ minrx
d`e
0 , bq, we get











2 and let δ :“ c0 ´ a0. Because c ě ax
e
2, we have δ ě 0 and
δ ą 0 or c1 ě a1 (‹)
Because c0 ` c1 ` c2 “ a0 ` a1 ` a2 ` e, we obtain
δ ´ e “ pa1 ` a2q ´ pc1 ` c2q
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“ pa1 ` a2qpa1 ` a2 ` 1qpc1 ` c2 ` 1q ´ 2a1pc1 ` c2 ` 1q
N4 :“ 2m2rx
d`e
0 , cs ¨mď1rx
d
0, as
“ pc1 ` c2qpc1 ` c2 ` 1qpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ´ 2c1pa1 ` a2 ` 1q
This gives us that
N1 ´N2 “ epa1 ` a2 ` e` 1qpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ` 2a1e
N3 ´N4 “ pδ ´ eqpc1 ` c2 ` 1qpa1 ` a2 ` 1q
´ 2a1pc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q
N1 ´N2 `N3 ´N4 “ δpc1 ` c2 ` 1qpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ´ 2a1pc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q
` epa1 ` a2 ´ c1 ´ c2 ` eqpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ` 2a1e
“ δpc1 ` c2 ` 1qpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ´ 2a1pc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q
` eδpa1 ` a2 ` 1q ` 2a1e
Because all variables are nonnegative and a2 ` 1 ě a1, we can bound this below,
N1 ´N2 `N3 ´N4 ě δpc2 ` 1qpa1 ` a1q ´ 2a1pc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q ` 2a1e
“ 2a1pδ ´ 1qpc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q ` 2a1e
If δ ą 0, this is nonnegative. And if δ “ 0, we get
N1 ´N2 `N3 ´N4 ě ´2a1pc2 ` 1q ` 2c1pa2 ` 1q ` 2a1pc1 ` c2 ´ a1 ´ a2q
“ 2pa1 ` a2 ` 1qpc1 ´ a1q















and pc, axe2s “ rb, ax
e










N1 ´N2 `N3 ´N4
2
ě 0.













In either case, we have established the desired result.
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if b1 ´ 1 ě r and b2 ě r, we have,
m2ra, bs ě r ¨mď1ra, bs




2 . Note that a0 ě b0 because a ě b. There are three
cases depending on a0, b0, and a2.













Thus, mď1ra, bs “ 0 and the desired inequality holds.
















































b1 ` b2 ´ i
¸
` b2
“ pa0 ´ b0q
pb1 ` b2 ´ 1q ` pb1 ` b2 ´ pa0 ´ b0qq
2
` b2
“ pa0 ´ b0q
pb1 ` b2 ´ 1q ` pa1 ` a2q
2
` b2
ě pa0 ´ b0q
b1 ` b2 ´ 1
2
` b2




“ r ¨ ppa0 ´ b0q ` 1q
“ r ¨mď1ra, bs.
Case 3: Suppose a0 ą b0 and a2 ą 0. Thus, ra, bs is a disjoint union as follows:






















































Using this to compute m2ra, bs and mď1ra, bs gives us
mď1ra, bs “ 0` pa0 ´ b0 ´ 1q ` 1 “ a0 ´ b0
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and





b1 ` b2 ´ i
¸
` b2
“ a1 ` pa0 ´ b0 ´ 1q
pb1 ` b2 ´ 1q ` pb1 ` b2 ´ pa0 ´ b0 ´ 1qq
2
` b2
“ a1 ` pa0 ´ b0 ´ 1q
pb1 ` b2 ´ 1q ` pa1 ` a2 ` 1q
2
` b2
ě pa0 ´ b0 ´ 1q
b1 ` b2 ´ 1
2
` b2




“ r ¨ pa0 ´ b0q
“ r ¨mď1ra, bs.
Combining the last two results, we can obtain a lower bound for the m2
mď1
ratio of
the interval rb, axe2s.








2s with e ě 0, we have
mď1rx
d










2s ě a2 ¨mď1rb, ax
e
2s
Proof. If a2 ` 1 ě a1, we use Lemma 4.1.3, giving the first inequality. If a1 ´ 1 ě a2
we apply Lemma 4.1.4 to the interval rb, axe2s, giving the second inequality.
We will now work toward the final, key inequality, Lemma 4.1.8, which gives us a
bound on the m2
mď1
ratio for subsets of Q with m0pQq “ 0.
The following defines a concept of the “best” subset of Q, in the sense of maxi-
mizing this ratio, when fixing mď1.
Definition 4.1.6. Consider a set Q Ă MonR.
Define rQ : ti P N0 | 0 ď i ď mď1pQqu Ñ N0 by
rQpiq :“ maxtm2pP q | P is a lexsegment subset of Q and mď1pP q “ iu.
Proof of well-definition. By setting P0 “ H and Pj`1 “ Pj Y tmaxpQ ´ Pjqu we get
a sequence of lexsegment subsets of Q,
H “ P0 Ă P1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Pt “ Q
such that #Pj “ j. As a result, mď1pPj`1q ´mď1pPjq is at most 1. So, mď1pPjq “ i
for some j.
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Lemma 4.1.7. Suppose q1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě qt is a decreasing sequence of integers. For










Proof. The arithmetic mean of the last t ´ i elements, qi`1, . . . , qt, is at most the
arithmetic mean of the entire sequence. The result follows from this fact.
Lemma 4.1.8. Consider Q “ L ´ I for lexsegment ideals I Ă L Ă R. Suppose






2 “ a P Q. Then
rQpiq ¨mď1pQq ě i ¨m2pQq
for any nonnegative integer i ď mď1pQq.











function of i. This follows by using a slightly stronger version of Lemma 4.1.7. We
omit the argument because we do not need this result.
Proof. We set Qd “ ta P Q | deg a “ du and begin by showing that mď1pQdq ď 1 for
all d. For the sake of contradiction, assume that mď1pQdq ą 1 for some d. Let






















1 s Ă Qd.
We will now find an interval similar to ra, bs in the highest possible degree. Let
e “ maxtf | axf1 P Qu










Since b P Q Ă L, we have that bÒ P L. Because aÒ P Q gives aÒ R I, aÒ ą bÒ gives
bÒ R I and thus, bÒ P Q. Let T Ă L be the lexsegment ideal generated by rxd`e0 , b
Òs.
We now wish to show that m2pT ´ Iq ď rQp1q. (Note: a
Ò P T ´ I.)
Consider any c P T ´ I Ă Q such that maxipcq ď 1. So, c “ xc00 x
c1
1 . Because
T is generated by elements greater than or equal to bÒ, we must have c ě bÒxf2 for






2 , and so c0 ě a0. By definition of
e, aÒxf1 “ ax
e`f
1 R Q “ L ´ I if f ą 0. However, a
Ò P L and thus, aÒxf1 P I. Because












1 , we have c “ ax
e`f
1 . By definition of e, it follows that e` f ď e,
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a contradiction of f ą 0. So, f “ 0. Thus, c “ aÒ. So, mď1pT ´ Iq “ 1 and thus,
m2pT ´ Iq ď rQp1q by definition.
Additionally, raÒ, bÒs Ă pT ´ Iq and m2ra
Ò, bÒs “ m2rx
a1`e, xa1`e2 s “ a1 ` e. So,




1 P Q, which means rQp1q ă a1 by hypothesis.
This is a contradiction. Thus, we have that
mď1pQdq ď 1
for all d.
So, in each degree of Q, we have at most one monomial with max index less than
2, and the rest have max index 2. We care mostly about the set of degrees with
exactly one monomial with max index less than 2. This set of degrees is
D :“ td | mď1pQdq “ 1u
For d P D, we define Q´d to be the set of monomials in Qd less than this single
monomial with max index less than 2. In other words,
Q´d :“ rqd, x
d
2s XQd
where qd P Qd is the unique monomial in Qd with maxi qd ď 1. Order the set of
integers D “ td1, . . . , dtu such that














q “ 1 and mď1pQq “ t, mď1pPiq “ i.
We claim that each Pi is the largest lexsegment subset of Q with mď1pPiq “ i.
This is true because any lexsegment subset P 1 of Q such that mď1pP
1q “ i must
have t´ i monomials with max index less than 2 removed from Q, which means that




d for some E Ă D with #E “ t´i. From this, (˚) gives #Pi ě #P
1,











Because #Qdj ´ 1 is a decreasing sequence, Lemma 4.1.7 gives
m1pQq ¨ rQpiq “ t ¨m2pPiq










ě t ¨m2pQq ´ pt´ iqm2pQq
“ i ¨m2pQq.
4.2 Maximizing m2 and β
There are three results we will prove. Each has a fewer conditions in the hypothesis
than the previous, and a stronger conclusion. Lemma 4.2.2 is the weakest and is the
driving force behind Lemma 4.2.3. Lemma 4.2.3 is tedious, but removes the technical
conditions on Lemma 4.2.2. Finally, Lemma 4.2.6 is the main result of the section
and is essentially an induction argument for which Lemma 4.2.3 is the base case.
We will be looking at the following family of ideals, which is closely linked with
Theorem 4.0.1.
Definition 4.2.1. Given a lexsegment ideal I Ă R and integer c, define the following
family of lexsegment ideals
UpI, cq :“ t lexsegment ideal L Ă R | I Ă L and #pL´ Iq “ cu .
Often, I and c will be clear, and we will simply write U . Additionally, we will use
Lset as shorthand for the set of monomials in L that are not in I. In other words,
Lset :“ L´ I.
Consider ideals L1, L2 P IpI, cq. The general idea of the next result is to “replace”
part of L1 with part of L2. This results in a “better” ideal than we started with.
This is a technical lemma, and its only purpose is to establish Lemma 4.2.3. We have
written it as a separate lemma simply because it is used three times in Lemma 4.2.3.
It would be a good idea to read the first step of the proof of Lemma 4.2.3 first
to get a motivation for this lemma. See Figure 4.1 for a visualization of this next
statement/proof. Recall that the function rQ is introduced in Definition 4.1.6.
Lemma 4.2.2. Consider L1, L2 P UpI, cq such that L1XL2 “ I and a nonempty set,
X “ L1 ´ Y , where Y is a lexsegment ideal satisfying I Ă Y Ă L1. Suppose that
(i) mď1pXq ď mď1pL
set
2 q and
(ii) m2pXq ď rLset2 pmď1pXqq.
Then, there is some L3 P UpI, cq such that
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• L3 Ă L1 ` L2,
• L3 ‰ L1, and
• m2pLset3 q ě m2pLset1 q,









Figure 4.1: Visualization of Lemma 4.2.2
Proof. Consider P , a lexsegment subset of Lset2 , such that m2pP q “ rLset2 pmď1pXqq and
mď1pP q “ mď1pXq. (Such a P must exist by Definition 4.1.6.) Thus, m2pP q ě m2pXq
and
#X “ m2pXq `mď1pXq ď m2pP q `mď1pP q “ #P.
So, there exists some lexsegment subset of Lset2 , P
1 Ă P , with #P 1 “ #X.
Since Lset2 “ L2 ´ I is finite, by Proposition 3.3.5, there is some lexsegment
ideal, L4 P UpI,#Xq, such that L4 Ă L2 and m2pLset4 q ě m2pP 1q. In particular,
#Lset4 “ #X ą 0.
Let L3 “ Y ` L4. Since Y




2 is empty by assumption,
Lset3 “ Y





`#X “ #pY ´ Iq `#pL1 ´ Y q “ c.
So, L3 P UpI, cq. Because Lset4 Ă Lset2 is nonempty and disjoint with Lset1 , we conclude
that L3 ‰ L1. Finally, using m2pL
set
4 q ě m2pP
1q and m2pP q ě m2pXq, we get
m2pL
set














Finally, we will prove the following lemma, from which Theorem 4.0.1 will follow
easily.
Lemma 4.2.3. Consider L1, L2 P UpI, cq such that L1 X L2 “ I. Suppose that
(i) m2pL
set
1 q “ m2pL
set
2 q ` 1 and
(ii) m1pL
set
1 q ` 2 ă m1pL
set
2 q.
Then, there is some L3 P UpI, cq such that
• L3 Ă L1 ` L2,
• L3 ‰ L1, and
• m2pLset3 q ě m2pLset1 q.
where Lseti “ Li ´ I.
Proof. There are two phases to this proof. The first step is to break Lset1 into parts
on which we can use Lemma 4.2.2 in 3 different cases. The second step is to show
that no other cases exist.
Step 1: Define the following:
d0 :“ mintdeg a | a P L
set
1 u


















W :“ rxf00 x
f1`f2
1 , f s.
Note: because Lset1 is L1 ´ I, the monomials in each degree form an interval. Thus
Ui is the intersection of two intervals and is an interval itself. Furthermore, because
fxi2 P L1, we can write Ui “ rb, fx
i
2s for some b.





(i) and (ii) imply,
m0pL
set










1 q ą m0pL
set
2 q ` 1
So, m0pL
set

















mď1pU0q ą 0. (4.4)
We can visualize Lset1 as the disjoint union of V and the Ui’s by drawing the largest
monomials on the left, and the largest degrees on top. Note that W is a non-empty
subset of U0. This is shown in Figure 4.2.









Figure 4.2: Visualization of L1 in Lemma 4.2.3.
• rLset2 pmď1pW qq ě m2pW q, that is, rLset2 p1q ě f2
• rLset2 pmď1pU0qq ě m2pU0q
• rLset2 pmď1pV qq ě m2pV q and #V ą 0
These are all handled by Lemma 4.2.2 where X equals W , U0, and V respectively.
Note that mď1pXq ď mď1pL
set
1 q “ mď1pL
set
2 q ´ 1, where equality follows from as-
sumption (i), as needed in each case. Lemma 4.2.2 gives us exactly the result we
desire.
Step 2: What remains is to show that there are no other cases. So, we will assume
the following three conditions and arrive at a contradiction.
f2 ą rLset2 p1q (4.5)
m2pU0q ě rLset2 pmď1pU0qq ` 1 (4.6)
m2pV q ě rLset2 pmď1pV qq ` 1 or #V “ 0. (4.7)
To reach the contradiction, we will work towards finding lower bounds for the
quantities m2pV q ¨mď1pL
set
2 q and m2pUiq ¨mď1pL
set
2 q. We will then show that these
are incompatible bounds.
We will want to be able to use Lemma 4.1.8 to find these lower bounds. Since
Lset1 and L
set








2 and thus, L
set
2 contains only
monomials with degree larger than d0.






2 . So, a R L1 and deg a ą d0. This means that
fxdeg a´d02 has the same degree as a. Because fx
deg a´d0
2 P L1, fx
deg a´d0
2 ą a. So,
f0 ě a0 and










a1 ` a2 ą rLset2 p1q
As a result, we can use Lemma 4.1.8 on Lset2 for the rest of this proof.
• Assuming #V ą 0, we can apply Inequality (4.7) and Lemma 4.1.8 to get
m2pV q ¨mď1pL
set









If, however, #V “ 0, both sides of the inequality are zero, so this still holds
true.
• From Inequality (4.6) and Lemma 4.1.8 we get
m2pU0q ¨mď1pL
set











• Inequality (4.3) of Corollary 4.1.2 shows mď1pU0q pmď1pU0q ´ 1q {2 ě m2pU0q.
This, along with Inequalities (4.4) and (4.9) gives
mď1pU0q ¨mď1pL
set
































• Equations (4.1) and (4.2) from Corollary 4.1.2 give m2pU1q “ m2pU0q`mď1pU0q
and mď1pU1q “ mď1pU1q “ mď1pU0q ` 1. Combined with Inequalities (4.9)
and (4.10), we get
m2pU1q ¨mď1pL
set
2 q “ m2pU0q ¨mď1pL
set
















2 q ` 2mď1pL
set
2 q
Note that, by assumption (ii), mď1pL
set














• From Inequality (4.5) and Lemma 4.1.8 we get
f2 ¨mď1pL
set
2 q ą rLset2 p1q ¨mď1pL
set




• Recall that each Ui can be written as the interval rb, fxi2s for some b. We apply
Corollary 4.1.5 to U0 and U1 to get that, for i ą 1,
m2pUiq ě f2 ¨mď1pUiq or mď1pU0q ¨m2pUiq ě mď1pUiq ¨m2pU0q
In the first case, Inequality (4.12) gives us that
m2pUiq ¨mď1pL
set




























In summary, our bounds are
m2pV q ¨mď1pL
set
2 q ě mď1pV q ¨m2pL
set
2 q (4.8 restated)
m2pU0q ¨mď1pL
set




2 q (4.9 restated)
m2pU1q ¨mď1pL
set




2 q (4.11 restated)
m2pUiq ¨mď1pL
set
2 q ě mď1pUiq ¨m2pL
set
2 q (4.13 restated)























































2 q ¨ pm2pL
set
2 q ` 1q,










This is a contradiction. So, there are only 3 cases discussed above.
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Lemma 4.2.4. Consider L1, L2 Ă UpI, cq. Then, βqpL1q ě βqpL2q for all q if and
only if both of the following hold:
• m2pLset1 q ě m2pLset2 q and
• 2m2pLset1 q `m1pLset1 q ě 2m2pLset2 q `m1pLset2 q.
where Lseti “ Li ´ I.
Furthermore, if m2pL
set
1 q “ m2pL
set
2 q, L1 and L2 have comparable total Betti num-
bers and if L1 and L2 have comparable total Betti numbers where m2pL
set
1 q ą m2pL
set
2 q,
then βqpL1q ě βqpL2q for all q.
Proof. From Corollary 3.1.9 we have that
β2pLiq “ β2pIq ´ c`m2pL
set
i q






















Because #L1 “ c “ #L2, we have the following three conditions:
1. β2pL1q ě β2pL2q ô m2pL
set
1 q ě m2pL
set
2 q


















The first and third imply the second. So, we are done. The additional statements
also follow quickly from these three conditions.
Lemma 4.2.5. Let A,B,C be finite sets such that A X B is empty, #A “ #C and
A ‰ C Ă A Y B. Then, #pC4Bq ă #pA4Bq where 4 represents the symmetric
difference.
Proof. Because #A “ #C and A ‰ C, there is some a P A such that a R C and
a R B. So, a R C YB. Thus,
C4B Ď C YB Ĺ AYB “ A4B.
Lemma 4.2.6. Given lexsegment ideals I Ă L1, L2 Ă R where #pL1´Iq “ #pL2´Iq
is finite, there is a third lexsegment ideal, L3 Ă R, such that #pL3 ´ Iq “ #pL1 ´ Iq,
I Ă L3,
• L3 Ă L1 ` L2, and
• βqpL3q ě βqpLiq for all q and i.
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Remark: Recall the notation of Definition 4.2.1. We can rephrase the lemma to
state that for L1, L2 P UpI, cq, we can find L3 P UpI, cq such that L3 Ă L1 ` L2 and
βqpL3q ě βqpLiq. This is what we will prove.
Proof. Set c “ #Lset1 “ #L
set
2 . We use induction on the size of the symmetric
difference #pLset1 4Lset2 q. When #pLset1 4Lset2 q “ 0, L1 “ L2 and by setting L3 “ L1,
the statement is trivial.
It is enough to show the claim if I “ L1XL2. So, we can assume that I “ L1XL2.
As a result we will assume that Lset1 X L
set
2 is empty.
Case 0: Suppose L1 and L2 have comparable Betti numbers. We can set L3 to be
the one with larger total Betti numbers, and we are done.
Case 1: Suppose m2pL
set
1 q “ m2pL
set
2 q. By Lemma 4.2.4, the Betti numbers of L1
and L2 are comparable and this reduces to Case 0.
Case 2: Suppose m2pL
set
1 q “ m2pL
set
2 q ` 1 and that L1 and L2 have incomparable
total Betti numbers.
The idea will be to find L5 such that the total Betti numbers of L5 are not less
than or equal to the total Betti numbers of L1. Then, by induction, we will find L4
such that the total Betti numbers of L4 are greater than or equal to the total Betti
numbers of L5 and the total Betti numbers of L5 are strictly greater than the total
Betti numbers of L2. Finally, by induction we can find L3 such that the total Betti
numbers of L3 are greater than or equal to the total Betti numbers of L1 and the
total Betti numbers of L4.
By Lemma 4.2.4, m1pL
set
1 q ` 2 ă m1pL
set
2 q. Applying Lemma 4.2.3 to L1, L2, and
L1 X L2 gives L5 P UpI, cq such that L1 ‰ L5 Ă L1 ` L2 and
m2pL
set
5 q ě m2pL
set
1 q.
By Lemma 4.2.5, #pLset5 4Lset2 q is less than #pLset1 4Lset2 q and induction gives some
L4 P UpI, cq such that L4 Ă L5 ` L2 and
βqpL4q ě βqpL5q and βqpL4q ě βqpL2q
for all q. By Lemma 4.2.4,
m2pL
set
4 q ě m2pL
set
5 q ě m2pL
set
1 q “ m2pL
set
2 q ` 1.
So, L2 ‰ L4 Ă L1`L2. By Lemma 4.2.5, #pL
set
1 4Lset4 q is less than #pLset1 4Lset2 q and
induction gives some L3 P UpI, cq such that L3 Ă L1 ` L4 Ă L1 ` L2 and
βqpL3q ě βqpL1q and βqpL3q ě βqpL4q ě βqpL2q
for all q, and we are done.
Case 3: Suppose m2pL
set
1 q ě m2pL
set
2 q ` 2.
The idea is that we can create a sequence of ideals between L1 and L2 that slowly
increment m2. We can then apply Case 2 to each step. This argument is similar to,
but simpler than, the one in Case 2.
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Let M0, . . . ,Mt P UpI, cq be a sequence of ideals such that Mi Ă L1`L2, M0 “ L1,









i`1q differ by at most 1. So, for some Mj,
m2pL
set
1 q ą m2pM
set
j q ą m2pL
set
2 q
Therefore, L1 ‰ Mj Ă L1 Y L2. By Lemma 4.2.5, #pM
set
j 4Lset2 q is less than
#pLset1 4Lset2 q and induction gives some L4 P UpI, cq such that L4 ĂMj Y L2 and
βqpL4q ě βqpMjq and βqpL4q ě βqpL2q
for all q. By Lemma 4.2.4 and the choice of Mj, it follows that
m2pL
set
4 q ě m2pM
set
j q ą m2pL
set
2 q.
So, L2 ‰ L4 Ă L1YL2. By Lemma 4.2.5, #pL
set
1 4Lset4 q is less than #pLset1 4Lset2 q and
induction gives some L3 P UpI, cq such that L3 Ă L1 Y L4 Ă L1 Y L2 and
βqpL3q ě βqpL1q and βqpL3q ě βqpL4q ě βqpL2q
for all q, as desired.




saturated ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p and fpdq ě ∆hS{Ipdq ě gpdq for all d
(
contains an ideal with maximum total Betti numbers.
Proof of Theorem 4.0.1. Gotzmann’s regularity bound [7] gives an upper bound for
the regularity of a saturated ideal with a given Hilbert polynomial. For a proof,
see e.g., Theorem 4.3.2 in [3]. Because there are finitely many possible values for
the Hilbert function in each degree below this bound and the Hilbert function must
match the Hilbert polynomial at or above this bound, there are only finitely many
Hilbert functions satisfying the constraints. Thus, there are finitely many Hilbert
functions of ideals in I. Because there are finitely many Hilbert functions of ideals
in I, there are finitely many Hilbert functions of ideals in Ip1q. Thus,
L :“
 











∆´1hR{Lpdq “ ppdq for d " 0
fpdq ě hR{Lpdq ě gpdq for all d
*
is a finite family. By Corollary 3.3.3, we need only to find an ideal with maximum
total Betti numbers in L.
We assume that I and thus L is nonempty. Suppose, for contradiction, that
there does not exist an ideal with maximum total Betti numbers. So, there exist two
lexsegment ideals L1, L2 P L with maximal and incomparable total Betti numbers.
Set I “ L1 X L2.
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Recall that ∆´1hpdq “
řd
i“0 hpiq and thus, for a lexsegment ideal, L Ă R,
# MonrLsďd “ ∆
´1hR{Lpdq.
Because there is some integer D such that ∆´1hR{L1pdq “ ∆
´1hR{L2pdq for d ě D,
we have that hR{L1pdq “ hR{L2pdq “ hR{Ipdq for d ą D. Thus,
#pL1 ´ Iq “ ∆
´1hR{L1pdq ´∆
´1hR{Ipdq “ #pL2 ´ Iq
is finite for all d ą D. By Lemma 4.2.6, there exists a lexsegment L3 P R such that
L1 XL2 Ă L3 Ă L1 `L2, #pL3 ´ Iq “ #pL1 ´ Iq, and βqpL3q ě βpLiq for all q and i.
Thus,
fpdq ě maxthR{L1pdq, hR{L2pdqu ě hR{L3pdq ě minthR{L1pdq, hR{L2pdqu ě gpdq





for d ą D giving that ∆´1hR{L3pdq “ ppdq for d ě D. So, L3 P L and has total Betti
numbers that are at least as big as those of L1 and L2. This is a contradiction since
L1 and L2 were assumed to have maximal but incomparable total Betti numbers.
Thus, there exists an ideal with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
Copyright© Jay White, 2021.
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Chapter 5 Algorithm for Computing Maximal Betti Numbers
So far, we have discussed the existence of ideals with maximum total Betti numbers
in a Hilbert family. However, one may wish to actually compute bounds on the total
Betti numbers or find ideals with maximal total Betti numbers.
The naive method of doing this is to enumerate all Hilbert functions that satisfy
the conditions of a Hilbert family, I, and compute the total Betti numbers for the
lexsegment ideals in Ip1q, using Corollary 3.3.3. This can be very computationally
expensive because there can be a large number of Hilbert functions. When the Hilbert
family is defined by bounds on the Hilbert function, as in Question 3.4.3, we describe
an alternative, incremental approach of increasing a “cutoff” degree and storing the
“best” ideals at each degree. As a result, we do not need to enumerate all Hilbert
functions, leading to a significant improvement in the computational complexity.
5.1 A Recursion
The foundation of the algorithm is the group of recursions in Lemma 5.1.3 and Corol-
lary 5.1.5. These recursions are an efficient way to compute the structures in Def-
initions 5.1.1 and 5.1.4 which, in turn, allow us to achieve the desired result via
Lemma 5.1.6.
This first structure is analogous to the collection of Hilbert functions satisfying
given bounds, and as a result, to a Hilbert family.
Definition 5.1.1. Consider the numeric functions F,G, f, g such that F pdq “ Gpdq












k“0 `k ě Gpiq
fpiq ě `i ě gpiq





















pd, c, kq :“
#









´xiy for all 0 ă i ď d
`d ě k if 0 ď d
+
Definition 5.1.2. Given a set of ordered d-tuples, M Ă Nd0, and a nonzero integer,
j P N0, let
M ˆ j :“ tp`0, . . . , `d, jq | p`0, . . . , `dq PMu
denote the set of tuples where j is appended to each tuple in M .
Lemma 5.1.3. Consider the numeric functions F,G, f, g such that F pdq “ Gpdq for
d ě D where D is some integer. Then, we have the following two recursions for H,
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Hpd´ 1, c´ jq ˆ j
Hpd, c, kq “
`
Hpd´ 1, c´ k, k´xdyq ˆ k
˘
YHpd, c, k ` 1q
for all d, c, and k. Additionally, Hp´1, 0, kq “ Hp´1, 0q “ tpqu for all k, and
Hp´1, c, kq “ Hp´1, cq “ H for all k and all c ‰ 0.
Proof. The first equality is true because, by Definition 5.1.2, any p`0, . . . , `dq P Hpd, cq
satisfies gpdq ď `d ď fpdq and `d ď c.
The second claim is a consequence of the fact that p`0, . . . , `dq P Hpd, c, kq implies
`d ě k and `d´1 ě `d
´xdy
ě k´xdy.
This second structure is analogous to the collection of total Betti numbers in a
Hilbert family.
Definition 5.1.4. Given some degree d and ` P N0, let rxd0, a`,ds Ă MonrRsd be the
lexicographically largest interval with length `. In other words, a`,d is a monomial















































where we define maxVq to be 0 if H is empty.
Corollary 5.1.5. Consider the numeric functions F,G, f, g such that F pdq “ Gpdq
for d ě D where D is some integer. Then, we have the following two recursions for
maxVq:
maxVqpd, cq “ max tmaxVqpd´ 1, c´ jq ` Vqrd, js | fpdq ě j ě gpdqu
maxVqpd, c, kq “ max
 
maxVqpd´ 1, c´ k, k
´xdy
q ` Vqrd, ks,maxVqpd, c, k ` 1q
(
for all d, c, and k. Additionally, maxVqp´1, c, kq “ maxVqp´1, cq “ 0 for all c and
all k.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.1.3 and Definition 5.1.4.
We now can bring these concepts together to get a result that is the foundation
to the algorithms we will describe.
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Lemma 5.1.6. Consider the numeric functions F,G, f, g such that F pdq “ Gpdq for









F pdq ě hS{Ipdq ě Gpdq,




Suppose I is nonempty and let J be the sum of all lexsegment ideals in Ip1q. Then,


















Furthermore, if I P I is an ideal that achieves this maximum βq, then the correspond-
ing tuple p∆hS{Ip0q, . . . ,∆hS{IpDqq P H achieves this maxVq value.




pD,GpDq, 0q “ maxVq
F,G,f,g
pD,GpDqq.
Remark: as previously discussed, see e.g. Theorem 3.1.4, there is a bijection
between Hilbert functions and lexsegment ideals. In this case, because the Hilbert
function is fixed in degrees higher than D, the lexsegment ideals we are searching are
also in bijection with the Hilbert function truncated up to degree D. This is precisely
what the tuples in Definition 5.1.1 describe. In this proof, we will move somewhat
fluidly between these three concepts.
Proof. Note that the conditions on HpD,GpDq, 0q are identical to the constraints on
the Hilbert function of an ideal in Ip1q. So, HpD,GpDq, 0q is the collection of all
Hilbert functions that we need to search.
Consider any lexsegment ideal L P Ip1q. Because F pdq “ Gpdq for d ě D,
hSp1q{Jpdq “ hSp1q{Lpdq for all d ą D. So, rJsąD “ rLsąD and thus, J ´L “ rJ ´LsďD
is finite.
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By Corollary 3.1.9, we have
βS
p1q
q pLq “ β
Sp1q






































































































lexsegment ideal L P Ip1q
)
.
Combining this with the previous equation gives the desired maximum. Furthermore,
by Corollary 3.3.3, for an ideal that attains a maximum, there is some LS that shares
the same Hilbert function. The corresponding tuple is phSp1q{Lp0q, . . . , hSp1q{LpDqq.
Because hSp1q{L “ ∆hS{LS, this is the desired tuple.
Given a tuple p`0, . . . , `dq P HpD,GpDqq, by Proposition 3.3.5, there is some





fpiq ě `1i ě gpiq for all 0 ď i ď D,
li´1 ě `i















Vqri, `is for all q.
If F pdq “ hSpdq for d ă D, p`
1
0, . . . , `
1
dq P HpD,GpDq, 0q and thus,
maxVq
F,G,f,g





Because of Lemma 5.1.6, to find maximums for βq, we simply need to find maxVq.
We can achieve this by using the recursion of Corollary 5.1.5. This is implemented
in the method maxBettiNumbers.
If we put no upper bound on hS{I , i.e. when F pdq “ hSpdq for d ă D, Algorithm 5.1
is an algorithm that can be used to find the maximum qth total Betti number. This
is the algorithm used when the method maxBettiNumbers is given the option Algorithm
=> "Simplified". This is also the default option for the method if no upper bound is
specified.
If we have any other upper bound hS{I , we can instead use Algorithm 5.2. Even
though the set we are searching is smaller, this algorithm is slower because we must
store the ideals with maximal total Betti numbers for each triple pd, c, kq, while in
Algorithm 5.1 we only need to store the ideals with maximal total Betti numbers for
each pair pd, cq. Algorithm 5.2 is the algorithm used when the method maxBettiNumbers
has the option Algorithm => "Complete". If not specified, this algorithm will be run by
default when an upper bound for hS{I is given.
Both Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 will give the maximum value of βq. We can easily
modify these algorithms to run on all possible q simultaneously, which would give
upper bounds for the total Betti numbers. This is implemented in the package with
the option ResultsCount => "None", which is the default.
There are two possible ways to find Hilbert functions of ideals with maximal total
Betti numbers. The most straightforward way is to find the functions that maximize
ř
q βq, the sum of the total Betti numbers. All functions that maximize
ř
q βq nec-
essarily have maximal total Betti numbers. We can further modify Algorithms 5.1
and 5.2 by making maxHF track this sum. The downside of this method is that not
all functions with maximal total Betti numbers are discovered. This modification is
implemented in the package with the option ResultsCount => "One" or ResultsCount
=> "AllMaxBettiSum".
The second way involves using the pn ` 1q-tuple pV0, . . . , Vnq in the place of Vq.
These tuples form a partially ordered set with maximal elements and possibly no
maximum. The algorithms remain essentially the same, however, more care is needed
when comparing Vnew and Vbest as well as when taking the union of HFnew and
HFbest. This method, while slower, allows us to find all ideals with maximal total
Betti numbers. This modification is implemented in the package with the option
ResultsCount => "All".
Copyright© Jay White, 2021.
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Algorithm 5.1: Algorithm to maximize βq with no upper bound for hS{I .
Initialize maxV p´1, 0q Ð 0;
Initialize maxHF p´1, 0q Ð tpqu;
for d from 0 to D do
for j from gpdq to fpdq do Precompute Vqrd, js;
for c from Gpdq to F pdq do
Set Vbest Ð 0;
Set HFbest ÐH;
for j from gpdq to fpdq do
Compute Vnew Ð maxV pd´ 1, c´ jq ` Vqrd, js;
Compute HFnew Ð maxHF pd´ 1, c´ jq ˆ j;
if Vbest ă Vnew then
Set Vbest Ð Vnew;
Set HFbest Ð HFnew;
else if Vbest “ Vnew then
Set HFbest Ð HFnew YHFbest;
end
Set maxV pd, cq Ð Vbest;
Set maxHF pd, cq Ð HFbest;
end
end
return maxV pD,GpDqq, maxHF pD,GpDqq
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Algorithm 5.2: Algorithm to maximize βq with any hS{I .
Initialize maxV p´1, 0, 0q Ð 0;
Initialize maxHF p´1, 0, 0q Ð tpqu;
for d from 0 to D do
for j from gpdq to fpdq do Precompute Vqrd, js;
for c from Gpdq to F pdq do
Set Vbest Ð 0;
Set HFbest ÐH;
for j from fpdq to gpdq by ´1 do
Compute Vnew Ð maxV pd´ 1, c´ j, j
´xdyq ` Vqrd, js;
Compute HFnew Ð maxHF pd´ 1, c´ j, j
´xdyq ˆ j;
if Vbest ă Vnew then
Set Vbest Ð Vnew;
Set HFbest Ð HFnew;
else if Vbest “ Vnew then
Set HFbest Ð HFnew YHFbest;
end
Set maxV pd, c, jq Ð Vbest;




return maxV pD,GpDq, 0q, maxHF pD,GpDq, 0q
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Chapter 6 Examples and Counterexamples
In this chapter, we will give several examples illustrating the results in some of the
other chapters. In particular, Section 6.1 gives examples of the Macaulay2 implemen-
tation of the algorithms from Chapter 5. Section 6.2 gives several counterexamples
to possible extensions of the some of the results in Chapter 3.
6.1 Macaulay2 Examples
We will consider an example where S is the polynomial ring in 5 variables (n “ 3).
This example has only maximal total Betti numbers, and not maximum total Betti
numbers. Also, Algorithms 5.1 and 5.2 give different results. Both of these situations
are somewhat unusual, but give an illuminating example. For this example, we will
choose the following constraints:
hS{Ip6q “ 41 ∆hS{Ip3q ě 8 ∆hS{Ip5q ě 5
hS{Ipdq “ 49 for d " 0 ∆hS{Ip4q ě 8 ∆hS{Ip6q ě 5
Since we will be using these constraints in several examples, we will first define a
few variables to reduce repetition. By leaving certain degrees empty, we request the
default, trivial constraints on those degrees.
i1 : N = 5;
i2 : g = HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8,5,5};
i3 : G = HilbertFunctionLowerBound => {,,,,,,41};
i4 : F = HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,,,,,,41};
i5 : p = HilbertPolynomial => 49;
We can use maxBettiNumbers to find that p23, 54, 47, 14q is the upper bound for,
pβ0pIq, . . . , β3pIqq, the vector of total Betti numbers of any saturated ideal, I, sat-
isfying these constraints. Additionally, the maximum for the sum of the total Betti
numbers is 137. Because 23` 54` 47` 14 “ 138, there is no single ideal with total
Betti numbers of p23, 54, 47, 14q. This is indicated by the value of isRealizable.
i6 : maxBettiNumbers(N,p,g,G,F)
o6 = MaxBetti{BettiUpperBound => {23, 54, 47, 14}}
isRealizable => false
MaximumBettiSum => 137
If we want the Hilbert function of an ideal with maximal total Betti numbers,
we can pass ResultsCount=>"One" as an option. This gives an ideal that realizes the
maximum for the sum of the total Betti numbers.
i7 : maxBettiNumbers(N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount=>"One")
o7 = MaxBetti{BettiUpperBound => {23, 54, 47, 14} }
HilbertFunctions => {{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 46, 49, 49}}
isRealizable => false
MaximumBettiSum => 137
If we want the Hilbert function of all ideals that realize the maximum sum of the
total Betti numbers, we can pass ResultsCount=>"AllMaxBettiSum" as an option.
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i8 : maxBettiNumbers(N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount=>"AllMaxBettiSum")
o8 = MaxBetti{BettiUpperBound => {23, 54, 47, 14} }
HilbertFunctions => {{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 49}}
{{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 49} }
--------------------------14 others--------------------------
{{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 45, 49, 49} }
{{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 46, 49, 49} }
isRealizable => false
MaximumBettiSum => 137
Finally, if we want the Hilbert function of all ideals that have maximal total Betti
numbers, we can pass ResultsCount=>"All" as an option. In this case, the maximal
total Betti numbers are p23, 54, 45, 13q and p22, 54, 47, 14q.
i9 : maxBettiNumbers(N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount=>"All")
o9 = MaxBetti{BettiUpperBound => {23, 54, 47, 14} }
HilbertFunctions => {{1, 5, 15, 23, 31, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 49}}
{{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 49}}
--------------------------32 others--------------------------
{{1, 5, 15, 23, 31, 36, 41, 46, 49, 49} }
{{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 46, 49, 49} }
isRealizable => false
MaximalBettiNumbers => {{23, 54, 45, 13}}
{{22, 54, 47, 14}}
MaximumBettiSum => 137
The package MaxBettiNumbers also provides methods that can be useful for deal-
ing with Hilbert functions, notably almostLexBetti and almostLexIdeal, which give,
respectively, the Betti table and saturated ideal with largest graded Betti num-
bers associated with a given Hilbert function. These match, as expected, with
MaximalBettiNumbers above.
i10 : almostLexBetti(N, last o9.HilbertFunctions)
0 1 2 3 4
o10 = total: 1 22 54 47 14
0: 1 . . . .
1: . 4 6 4 1
2: . . . . .
3: . 6 14 11 3
4: . 5 14 13 4
5: . 2 5 4 1
6: . . . . .
7: . 2 6 6 2
8: . 3 9 9 3
i11 : almostLexIdeal(QQ[x_1..x_N], last o9.HilbertFunctions)
2 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 4
o11 = ideal (x , x x , x x , x x , x , x x , x x , x x , x x x , x x , x x ,
1 1 2 1 3 1 4 2 2 3 2 4 2 3 2 3 4 2 4 2 3
3 2 2 3 4 6 5 4 4 3 5 2 7 8 9
x x x , x x x , x x x , x x , x , x x , x x , x x , x x , x x , x )
2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 4 3 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 4
Because we are setting an upper bound of 41 ě hS{Ip6q, we cannot use the al-
gorithm described in Algorithm 5.1, but must use the algorithm described in Algo-
rithm 5.2. The method maxBettiNumbers automatically chooses the appropriate al-
gorithm, but we can force it to use a different one if we wish. In this case, if we
specify Algorithm=>"Simplified", we get an upper bound that is, necessarily, larger.
Additionally, we are given a Hilbert function that appears to be valid, but is not the
Hilbert function of any saturated ideal.
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i12 : maxBettiNumbers(N,p,g,G,F, Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"One")
o12 = MaxBetti{BettiUpperBound => {24, 57, 50, 15} }
HilbertFunctions => {{1, 5, 11, 21, 30, 36, 41, 49, 49}}
isRealizable => false
MaximumBettiSum => 145
We can compare the speed of Algorithm 5.1 and Algorithm 5.2 with an example of
fixing the Hilbert polynomial to be 3d2´ 6d` 175 in a ring with 6 variables. Because
there is no upper bound for hS{I , both algorithms give valid results, which we do not
display.
i13 : N = 6;
i14 : QQ[i]; p = HilbertPolynomial => 3*î 2-6*i+175;
i16 : time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"None");
-- used 5.82732 seconds
i17 : time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"All");
-- used 7.40666 seconds
i18 : time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"None");
-- used 21.4503 seconds
i19 : time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"All");
-- used 28.4778 seconds
One alternative to these algorithms is a function such as stronglyStableIdeals in
the package StronglyStableIdeals. This method generates all strongly stable ideals
with a specified Hilbert polynomial. It is known that strongly stable ideals have
the largest graded Betti numbers. We could then select the ideals that satisfy the
constraints, compute the total Betti numbers, and then find those with maximal
total Betti numbers. We will use stronglyStableIdeals as a benchmark for comparing
speeds with existing methods. Although stronglyStableIdeals only generates the
ideals, we are not adding to its timing the additional time it would take to compute
total Betti numbers and find maximums. As a result the actual speed differences are
even more pronounced. We will time examples with a constant Hilbert polynomial.
i20 : loadPackage "StronglyStableIdeals";
i21 : benchmark("maxBettiNumbers(5, HilbertPolynomial => 25)")
o21 = .0894562386249997
i22 : benchmark("stronglyStableIdeals(25, 5)")
o22 = 61.856958304
To further illustrate this difference, Figure 6.1 displays a plot of the runtime for
the constant Hilbert polynomials below 100.
6.2 Counterexamples
This first example gives a simple Hilbert family that contains only two lexsegment
ideals that have incomparable Betti numbers. As a result, this family does not have
maximum or unbounded total Betti numbers.








1 if d “ 0




d` 1 if d ď 3
0 otherwise
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Figure 6.1: Polynomial vs Runtime for Different Algorithms (Log Plot)
and the following Hilbert family of ideals in S,
I “
 
ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇhS{I “ h1 or hS{I “ h2
(
.
The two lexsegment ideals in I are
Lh1 “ x0xx0, x1, x2y
2
` x31 Lh2 “ xx0, x1, x2y
4
` x0
and their total Betti numbers are
βpLh1q “ p7, 9, 3q βpLh2q “ p6, 9, 4q
As a result Lh1 and Lh2 have maximal total Betti numbers in I, and there is no ideal
with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
This example can be extended to the following D-depth Hilbert family in the ring
with D ` 3 variables, R “ Krx0, . . . , xD`2s.
J “
 
ideal I Ă R
ˇ
ˇ∆DhS{I “ h1 or ∆
DhS{I “ h2
(
This result follows from use of Corollary 3.3.3 and noticing that J pDq “ I.
This next example is an example of how Theorem 3.4.2 cannot be extended to a
2-depth Hilbert family.








and the following 2-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S,
I “
 
ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ depth I ě 2 and pS{I “ p
(
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Their total Betti numbers are
βpAq “ p7, 11, 5q,
βpBq “ p8, 11, 4q,
βpCq “ p7, 10, 4q.
As a result, A and B have maximal total Betti numbers in I, and there is no ideal














































































































































































































































































Figure 6.2: The ideals A,B,C in Example 6.2.2.
Example 6.2.3 is an example of how Theorem 3.4.2 cannot be extended to a 3-
depth Hilbert family. While it is probable that an example could be constructed for
any depth, we do not have an explicit construction.
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Example 6.2.3. Let S “ rx0, . . . , x5s. Consider the polynomial
ppdq “ 38d2 ´ 690d` 5083
and the following 3-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S,
I “
 
ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ depth I ě 3 and pS{I “ p
(





























































Their total Betti numbers are
βpAq “ p10, 17, 8q,
βpBq “ p11, 17, 7q.
As a result, A and B have maximal total Betti numbers in I, and there is no ideal
with maximum total Betti numbers in I.
Example 6.2.4 is an example of how Theorem 4.0.1 cannot be extended to a
polynomial ring of more than 4 variables. In this example, we set a lower bound on
∆h.
Example 6.2.4. Let S “ Krx0, . . . , x4s. Consider the polynomial
ppdq “ 5d` 11
and the function g where gp3q “ 8, gp4q “ 8, and gpdq “ ∆hSpdq otherwise. Consider
also the following 1-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S,
I “
 
saturated ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p and ∆hS{Ipdq ě gpdq for all d
(
.























Both A and B have maximal total Betti numbers in I with
βpAq “ p18, 39, 30, 8q
βpBq “ p17, 39, 32, 9q
Thus, neither has maximum total Betti numbers in I. See Figure 6.3 for a visual
















































































Figure 6.3: The ideals A and B from Example 6.2.4.
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This next example is another example of how Theorem 4.0.1 cannot be extended
to a polynomial ring of more than 4 variables. In this example, we set a upper bound
on ∆h. Notice that this example uses 10 variables instead of only 5. While there is
no proof that this is the fewest number of variables where an upper bound fails to
give maximum total Betti numbers, it is probable that the fewest number of variables
is greater than 5. This could result in a partial extension of Theorem 4.0.1.























and the function f where fp2q “ 40, fp3q “ 116, fp5q “ 586, and fpdq “ ∆hSpdq
otherwise. Consider also the following 1-depth Hilbert family of ideals in S,
I “
 
saturated ideal I Ă S
ˇ
ˇ pS{I “ p and fpdq ě ∆hS{Ipdq for all d
(
.
Note, Sp1q “ Krx0, . . . , x8s. Let mi “ xx0, . . . , xiy ` xx0, . . . , x8y
2 and
A “ x0m8 ` x
2







B “ x0m4 ` x
2







Both A and B have maximal total Betti numbers in I with
βpAq “ p95, 574, 1623, 2724, 2933, 2061, 919, 237, 27q
βpBq “ p94, 575, 1646, 2791, 3027, 2136, 954, 246, 28q
Thus, neither has maximum total Betti numbers in I. See Figure 6.4 for a visual
representation of these ideals and constraints.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.4: The ideals A and B from Example 6.2.5.
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Appendices
Appendix: MaxBettiNumbers Source Code
-- -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
newPackage( "MaxBettiNumbers",
Headline =>
"Methods to find Maximum Betti numbers given bounds on the Hilbert function",
Version => "0.9",
Date => "July 14, 2020",







--- exports and options for the main method of the package, maxBettiNumbers
export { "maxBettiNumbers" };
export { "HilbertFunctionLowerBound", "HilbertDifferenceLowerBound" };
export { "HilbertFunctionUpperBound", "HilbertDifferenceUpperBound" };
export { "HilbertPolynomial", "ResultsCount" };
--export { "Algorithm" };
--- exports for the type, MaxBetti, that is returned by maxBettiNumbers
export { "MaxBetti" };
export { "isRealizable", "BettiUpperBound", "MaximumBettiSum" };
export { "HilbertFunctions", "MaximalBettiNumbers" };
--- exports and options for the auxillary methods of the package
export { "lexBetti", "almostLexBetti" };
export { "lexsegmentIdeal", "almostLexIdeal" };












--- Functions to deal with the Macaulay Representation of a Number
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This is the macaulay representation of a. From this, it is easy to read off
--- the max index of a monomial as well as the Macaulay upper and lower
--- bounds.
--- The output, rep, is a sequcne of length d
--- a = binomial(rep#0, 1) + binomial(d + rep#d, d + 1)
--- Note: this is a different output from most versions of this method.
--- the reason is that this is more compact and efficient.
--- The idea is that we want to easily increment and decrement a without
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--- recomputing the representation each time.
--- Incrementing rep: (increasing a)
--- Find the last element equal to rep#0.
--- Increase that element by 1 and set all preceding elements to 0
--- Decrementing rep: (decreasing a)
--- Find the first nonzero element
--- Reduce it by 1
--- Set all preceding elements to that element’s new value
--- Reading off monomial:
--- The first nonzero element indicates the max index.
--- Add 1 to every other nonzero element.
--- Set all zero elements to equal the first nonzero element.
--- Take n+1-e for each element e. This is the index of the variable.
--- The product of all the variables is the ath last monomial,
--- where the 1st last is the power of the last variable.
macaulayRepresentation = ( a, d ) -> (
v := if d <= 1 then a else 0;
if d > 1 then (
while a > binomial( v - 1 + d, d ) do (
v = v + 1
)
);
reverse for i in reverse( 0 .. d - 1 ) list (
if a === 0 then 0 else if i === 0 then a else (
a = a - binomial( v + i, i + 1 );
while a < 0 do (
v = v - 1;






macaulayAboveBound = ( a, d ) -> (
if ( a === infinity or ( d === 0 and a > 0 ) ) then infinity else (
r := macaulayRepresentation( a, d );
sum for i to #r-1 list (




macaulayBelowBound = ( a, d ) -> (
if ( a <= 0 or d <= 0 ) then 0 else if d === 1 then 1 else (
r := macaulayRepresentation( a, d );
sum for i to #r-1 list (
if r#i === 0 then 0 else (





decrementRep = ( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue ) -> (
rep = join(
firstNonzeroIndex + 1 : firstNonzeroValue - 1,
drop( rep, firstNonzeroIndex + 1 )
);
if firstNonzeroValue === 1 then (
firstNonzeroIndex = firstNonzeroIndex + 1;
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firstNonzeroValue = firstNonzeroValue - 1;
);
( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue )
);
incrementRep = ( rep, lastrep0Index ) -> (
rep = join(
toList( lastrep0Index : 0 ),
{ rep#0 + 1 },
drop( rep, lastrep0Index + 1 )
);
if lastrep0Index === 0 then (
while rep#?( lastrep0Index + 1 ) and
rep#( lastrep0Index + 1 ) === rep#0 do
lastrep0Index = lastrep0Index + 1;
) else lastrep0Index = lastrep0Index - 1;
( rep, lastrep0Index )
)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------








--- functions to sanitize the input bounds
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This function sanitizes g(d) so that it is a valid hilbert function.
--- This relies on the fact that h(d) is must be at least
--- macaulayAboveBound(g(d-1), d-1)
cleanUpperBound = f -> (
bound := 1;
for d to #f - 1 list (
if f#d =!= null then (




bound = macaulayAboveBound( bound, d )
)
);
--- This function sanitizes f(d) so that it is a valid hilbert function.
--- This relies on the fact that h(d) is must be at most
--- macaulayBelowBound(g(d+1), d+1)
cleanLowerBound = f -> if #f == 0 then f else (
bound := 0;
reverse for d in reverse( 0 .. #f - 1 ) list (
if f#d =!= null then (









--- end sanitize bounds
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- function for padding lists with null
padList = ( l, f ) -> join( f, toList( l - #f : null ) );
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- functions to sanitize the polynomial input
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This function gives the minimum degree at which that every saturated ideal
--- with hilbert polynomial p is guarenteed to have hilbert function match
--- hilbert polynomial
minPolyBoundDegree = p -> (
n := first degree p;
i := ( ring p )_0;
lC := 0;
while n > 0 do (
lC = leadCoefficient p;
p = p - binomial( n + i, n + 1 ) + binomial( n + i - n! * lC, n + 1 );
n = first degree p;
);
d := sub( p, ZZ );
if lC > d then error "Invalid Hilbert Polynomial.";
d
);
--- This function sets G,F,g,f to be the appropriate values to ensure that all
--- ideals in the family have the specified hilbert polynomial
--- if no polynomial is specified, nothing is done.
cleanPolynomial = ( G, F, g, f, p, d ) -> (
if p =!= null then (
i := ( ring p )_0;
pd := sub( sub( p, i => d ), ZZ );
pd’ := sub( sub( p, i => d - 1 ), ZZ );
deltapd := pd - pd’;
G = padList( d + 1, G );
F = padList( d + 1, F );
g = padList( d + 1, g );
f = padList( d + 1, f );
if G_d === null or G#d < pd then G = replace( d, pd, G );
if F_d === null or F#d > pd then F = replace( d, pd, F );
if g_d === null or g#d < deltapd then g = replace( d, deltapd, g );
if f_d === null or f#d > deltapd then f = replace( d, deltapd, f );
);
( G, F, g, f )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- end sanitize polynomial
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- functions to optimize the bounds
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This function makes an optimizations of g(d) based on the following:
--- The smallest that h(d) could be is G(d)-F(d-1)
--- Usage: g = optimizeLowerBound ( G, F, g );
optimizeLowerBound = ( G, F, g ) -> (
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gprime := G - prepend( 0, drop( F, -1 ) );
max \ transpose { g, gprime }
);
--- This function makes an optimizations of f(d) based on the following:
--- The largest that h(d) could be is G(d)-G(d-1)
--- Usage: f = optimizeLowerBound ( G, F, f );
optimizeUpperBound = ( G, F, f ) -> (
fprime := F - prepend( 0, drop( G, -1 ) );
min \ transpose { f, fprime }
);
--- This function makes two optimizations on G(d) based on the following:
--- The smallest that H(d) could be is G(d) + g(d)
--- The smallest that H(d) could be is G(d+1) - f(d)
optimizeAccumulatedLowerBound = ( G, g, f ) -> (
cumulativeSum := 0;
G = for d to #G - 1 list (
cumulativeSum = max( G#d, cumulativeSum + g#d )
);
bound := 0;
reverse for d in reverse( 0 .. #G - 1 ) list (
bound = max( G#d, bound )
) do (
bound = bound - f#d
)
);
--- This function makes two optimizations on F(d) based on the following:
--- The largest that H(d) could be is F(d) + f(d)
--- The largest that H(d) could be is F(d+1) - g(d)
optimizeAccumulatedUpperBound = ( F, g, f ) -> (
cumulativeSum := 0;
F = for d to #F - 1 list (
cumulativeSum = min( F#d, cumulativeSum + f#d )
);
bound := infinity;
reverse for d in reverse( 0 .. #F - 1 ) list (
bound = min( F#d, bound )
) do (




--- end optimize bounds
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- main function to sanitize (and optimize) the inputs
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
sanitizeInputs = ( G, F, g, f, p, n ) -> (
--- Sanitize the polynomial input by converting it to bounds
D := if p === null then 0 else minPolyBoundDegree( p );
D = max( D, #G-1, #F-1, #g-1, #f-1 );
( G, F, g, f ) = cleanPolynomial( G, F, g, f, p, D );
--- End Sanitize polynomial
--- Sanitize the input length so that they include at least degree 1
l := max( #G, #F, #g, #f, 2 );
( G, F, g, f ) = ( G, F, g, f ) / padList_l;
--- End Sanitize input length
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--- Sanitize the degree 1 upper difference bound
if ( f#1 === null or f#1 > n + 1 ) then (
f = replace( 1, n + 1, f )
);
--- End Sanitize degree 1
--- Sanitize the inputs so that they are Hilbert functions
F = cleanUpperBound F;
f = cleanUpperBound f;
G = cleanLowerBound G;
g = cleanLowerBound g;
--- End sanitize functions
--- Check validity of inputs
valid := min( min( F - G ), min( f - g ) ) >= 0;
--- End check validity
--- Optimize the bounds. This drastically improves the run time.
--- This is done by repeated application of the 4 optimization Functions.
--- Once G,F,g,f no longer change, we stop and re-sanitize the values
--- We repeat this process until G,F,g,f are stable.
--- Throughout this process we check that it is always a possible scenario.
prevGFgf := null;
while valid and prevGFgf =!= ( G, F, g, f ) do (
while valid and prevGFgf =!= ( G, F, g, f ) do (
prevGFgf = ( G, F, g, f );
f = optimizeUpperBound( G, F, f );
g = optimizeLowerBound( G, F, g );
F = optimizeAccumulatedUpperBound( F, g, f );
G = optimizeAccumulatedLowerBound( G, g, f );
valid = min( min( F - G ), min( f - g ) ) >= 0;
);
if valid then (
F = cleanUpperBound F;
f = cleanUpperBound f;
G = cleanLowerBound G;
g = cleanLowerBound g;
valid = min( min( F - G ), min( f - g ) ) >= 0;
)
);
--- End Optimize bounds
--- Throw an error if bounds don’t make sense
if not valid then (
error concatenate (
"The given inputs are invalid or give impossible constraints:\nG = ",




if last G =!= last F then (
error concatenate (
"The given inputs don’t specify constraints that eventually fix the ",
"Hilbert function:\nG = ", toString G, "\nF = ", toString F, "\ng = ",
toString g, "\nf = ", toString f );
);
--- End throw error
( G, F, g, f )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------









--- Functions to build V and lowerBound for use in the algorithms.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- We precompute the V_q values as well as the Macaulay lower bound.
--- Doing this ahead of time saves a ton of repitition.
--- We are setting V#d#(j - g#d) = V_q[d, j]
--- We are setting lowerBound#d#(j - g#d) = [j]_<d>
--- Although we could compute these directly, the following is a more efficient
--- way of computing them iteratively.
BuildVLowerBound = ( g, f, n ) -> (
--- Make a list of all possible vectors. This way we don’t have to compute
--- binomials repeatedly
Vi := for i to n list (
--- The next line takes the sum of the for loop and appends it to the end;
--- there might be a neater way to do this, but I can’t find one.
( v -> append( v, sum v ) ) for q to n list (
binomial( n + 1, q + 1 ) - binomial( i + 1, q + 1 )
)
);
--- This is one of our outputs that we will populate.
V := for d to #g - 1 list new MutableList from g#d .. f#d;
--- This is the other output that we will populate.
lowerBound := for d to #g - 1 list new MutableList from g#d .. f#d;
for d to #g - 1 do (
VAccumulated := Vi#n; -- This is simply the zero vector to start.
--- begin initialize the macaulay representation
rep := macaulayRepresentation( g#d, d );
--- initialize the lastrep0Index to be the last index in rep that equals
--- rep#0.
lastrep0Index := 0;
while rep#?( lastrep0Index + 1 ) and
rep#( lastrep0Index + 1 ) === rep#0 do
lastrep0Index = lastrep0Index + 1;
--- end initialize lastrep0Index
nextLowerBound := macaulayBelowBound( g#d, d );
nextrep0 := 0;
for k to f#d - g#d do (
--- the index of the monomial is n - nextrep0.
VAccumulated = VAccumulated + Vi#( n - nextrep0 );
V#d#k = VAccumulated;
lowerBound#d#k = nextLowerBound;
if #rep === 0 then continue;
nextrep0 = rep#0;
if nextrep0 === 0 then nextLowerBound = nextLowerBound + 1;
( rep, lastrep0Index ) = incrementRep( rep, lastrep0Index );
)
);
( V, lowerBound )
)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------









--- Simplified Method returning no hilbert Functions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This is an implementation of the algorithm described in the paper
--- Note: the portions of the pseudocode in algorithm 3.1 of above are
--- written in comments beginning with --**
--- Notationally: putting a ’ (prime) on a variable indicates that it is the
--- value of the variable in the previous degree.
--- Instead of using a dictionary with (d, c) keys, we opt to only use a list,
--- the dictionaries are lists of the theoretical (d, c) keys.
--- the "dictionary" in each degree is a list of all the keys, where the
--- 0th entry is the (d, G#d key). Note, to access a key with a d-1 degree,
--- we simply access the previous version of that dictionary, which is why we
--- have to keep track of that.
--- To make sense of the more compact way of storing these values, we will use
--- the shorthand b to represend c-g and i to represent j-G.
SimplifiedNone = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (
--**We initialize the base case by creating a dictionary maxVDict’
--** containing (-1, 0) => 0
--- V#0#0 is the zero vector
maxVDict’ := { V#0#0 };
--- These are the correct values in degree -1.
G’ := 0;
F’ := 0;
maxj’ := { 0 };
--**For each value of d from 0 to D do:
for d to #G - 1 do (
--- maxj#c is the max j value that we can get if we respect the Macaulay
--- bound. Although it is not necessary, we can quit looping early by
--- respecting this bound.
maxj := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
--**For each value of c from G(d) to F(d) do:
--- maxVDict’ get’s assigned only once we have looped through all c, so
--- there is no need to create a maxVDict just to reassign maxVDict’
--- notationally, it is confusing, but it works well this way.
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
--- max \ transpose does elementwise maximization on a bunch of lists
max \ transpose(
--**For each value of j from g(d) to f (d) do:
--- The situations where j + F’ < c or j + G’ > c are impossible
for j from max( g#d, c - F’ ) to min( f#d, c - G’ )
--- We can ignore the situations where we violate the lower bound.
--- This is done by comparing the Macaulay lower bound with the
--- maximum j in the previous degree.
when maxj’#( c - j - G’ ) >= lowerBound#d#( j - g#d )
list (
maxj#( c - G#d ) = j;
--**Compute V0 = maxVDict(d’, c’) + Vq[d,j].
--- This next line is the potential maximum for this iteration
maxVDict’#( c - j - G’ ) + V#d#( j - g#d )
)
)
--**Add the entry (d,c)=>maxV to the dictionary maxVDict
);










--- End Simplified None
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Simplified Method returning all hilbert functions with max betti sum
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This method is similar in structure to SimplifiedNone
--- The functions that give the maximum sum of the Vq’s is returned in a
--- "raveled" format. raveledHFs contains a list of each degree, which is a
--- list of the value of the functions in that degree that give the maximum
--- sum of V. This "raveled" result can be unraveled with the
--- UnravelSimplified methods.
--- Note, the last element of the V vectors is the sum of the Vq’s, which is why
--- we use that element for tracking HF.
SimplifiedSome = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (
maxVDict’ := { V#0#0 };
G’ := 0;
F’ := 0;
maxj’ := { 0 };
--- Each degree of this for loop returns all the j values in that degree with
--- max V.
raveledHFs := for d to #G - 1 list (
maxj := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
maxHFDict := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
--- Note, we need to track the maxSum so that we can collect the j values
maxSum := 0;
maxHF := { };
--- However, we can still utilize max \ transpose to maximize the vectors
maxV := max \ transpose (
for j from max( g#d, c - F’ ) to min( f#d, c - G’ )
when maxj’#( c - j - G’ ) >= lowerBound#d#( j - g#d ) list (
maxj#( c - G#d ) = j;
V0 := maxVDict’#( c - j - G’ ) + V#d#( j - g#d );
if last V0 === maxSum then (
maxHF = append( maxHF, j );
) else if last V0 > maxSum then (
maxHF = { j };











--- This is the list of all j values that gave us max V
toList maxHFDict
);
( maxVDict’#0, raveledHFs )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------




--- Simplified Method returning all hilbert Functions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SimplifiedAll = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (
maxVDict’ := { { V#0#0 } };
G’ := 0;
F’ := 0;
maxj’ := { 0 };
raveledHFs := for d to #G - 1 list (
maxj := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
maxHFDict := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
--- Instead of being a vectors, maxVDict#c is a list of vectors.
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
--- maxVHF will be the collection of all V and HF that are maximal.
--- The keys of the table are the maximal values of V.
--- The values of each key are the j’s that give that value of V.
maxVHF := new MutableHashTable;
for j from max( g#d, c - F’ ) to min( f#d, c - G’ )
when maxj’#( c - j - G’ ) >= lowerBound#d#( j - g#d )
do (
maxj#( c - G#d ) = j;
--- Instead of being a vectors, maxVDict’#c’ is a list of vectors.
for maxV’ in maxVDict’#( c - j - G’ ) do (
V0 := maxV’ + V#d#( j - g#d );
if maxVHF#?V0 then (
--- In the case where V0 is already in maxVHF, add j to it’s key.
maxVHF#V0 = append( maxVHF#V0, j );
) else if false =!= ( --- If max Vdiff <= 0 below is never true...
for V1 in keys maxVHF do (
Vdiff := V0 - V1;
--- If V0 is greater than V1, remove V1.
if min Vdiff >= 0 then remove( maxVHF, V1 )
--- If V0 is less than V1, break and do nothing.
else if max Vdiff <= 0 then break false
)
) then (
--- In the case where V0 is not less than any V1, add it to maxVHF.




--- We want to make maxHFDict simply a list of possible j values.
maxHFDict#( c - G#d ) = unique flatten values maxVHF;








( maxVDict’#0, raveledHFs )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- End Simplified All
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Complete Method returning no hilbert Functions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Notationally: putting a ’ (prime) on a variable indicates that it is the
--- value of the variable in the previous degree.
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--- Also: i is shorthand for j-g and b is shorthand for c-G, as indicated above
--- the method SimplifiedNone
--- The "dictionary" entry is thus
--- Dict#b#i instead of (d,c,j) and
--- Dict’#b’#i’ instead of (d-1,c’,j’)
CompleteNone = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (
maxVDict’ := { { V#0#0 } };
G’ := 0;
g’ := 0;
for d to #G - 1 do (
--- Each iteration of the following is a list of the maxV values for each j.
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
maxV := null;
--- We have to traverse the list in reverse order.
reverse for j in reverse( g#d .. min( f#d, c - G’ ) ) list (
b’ := c - j - G’;
i := j - g#d;
i’ := max( lowerBound#d#i - g’, 0 );
if maxVDict’#?b’ and maxVDict’#b’#?i’ then (
V0 := maxVDict’#b’#i’ + V#d#i;
if maxV === null then (
maxV = V0
) else (
Vdiff := V0 - maxV;
if min Vdiff >= 0 then (
maxV = V0
) else if max Vdiff > 0 then (




--- If this value of j is impossible, we simply won’t save it.
--- This won’t mess up indexing because it can only happen in the
--- beginnin iterations, and we reverse the list after.
if maxV === null then continue;
--- The main difference from SimplifiedNone is that we need to save this
--- value for each j so that we can use it in the next degree
--- as a result, the loops cannot be written as compactly.
maxV
)








--- End Complete None
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Complete Method returning all hilbert functions with max betti sum
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This is a combination of CompleteNone and SimplifiedSome.
--- The primary difference is that the "raveled" result in each degree must be
--- a list where each entry corresponds to a c value, which in turn is a list
--- of the possible j values that give maxV for that c and d. So, it is a
--- list of lists of lists. This "raveled" result can be unraveled with the
--- UnravelComplete methods.
CompleteSome = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (
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maxVDict’ := { { V#0#0 } };
G’ := 0;
g’ := 0;
raveledHFs := for d to #G - 1 list (
maxHFDict := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
maxV := null;
maxHF := { };
--- In this case, we need to collect both the maxV and the maxHF.
--- The easiest way is to do it at the same time, and then just split it
--- up later.
maxVHFList := reverse for j in reverse( g#d .. min( f#d, c - G’ ) ) list (
b’ := c - j - G’;
i := j - g#d;
i’ := max( lowerBound#d#i - g’, 0 );
--- We need to check that this is actually a valid value of j that has
--- any valid functions in the previous degree
if maxVDict’#?b’ and maxVDict’#b’#?i’ then (
V0 := maxVDict’#b’#i’ + V#d#i;
if maxV === null then (
maxHF = { j };
maxV = V0;
) else (
if last V0 === last maxV then (
maxHF = append( maxHF, j );
) else if last V0 > last maxV then (
maxHF = { j };
);
Vdiff := V0 - maxV;
if min Vdiff >= 0 then (
maxV = V0
) else if max Vdiff > 0 then (




if maxV === null then continue;
( maxV, maxHF )
);
--- Here we just split up the list so that maxV and maxHF are separate.







( maxVDict’#0#0, raveledHFs )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- End Complete Some
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- Complete Method returning all hilbert Functions
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This is by far the most complex version. However, there are no new ideas,
--- it is simply a combination of the techniques in CompleteSome and
--- SimplifiedAll.
CompleteAll = ( G, F, g, f, V, lowerBound ) -> (




raveledHFs := for d to #G - 1 list (
maxHFDict := new MutableList from G#d .. F#d;
maxVDict’ = for c from G#d to F#d list (
maxVHF := new MutableHashTable;
maxVHFList := reverse for j in reverse( g#d .. min( f#d, c - G’ ) ) list (
b’ := c - j - G’;
i := j - g#d;
i’ := max( lowerBound#d#i - g’, 0 );
if maxVDict’#?b’ and maxVDict’#b’#?i’ then (
for maxV’ in maxVDict’#b’#i’ do (
V0 := maxV’ + V#d#i;
if maxVHF#?V0 then (
maxVHF#V0 = append( maxVHF#V0, j );
) else if false =!= (
for V1 in keys maxVHF do (
Vdiff := V0 - V1;
if min Vdiff >= 0 then remove( maxVHF, V1 )
else if max Vdiff <= 0 then break false
)
) then (




if #maxVHF === 0 then continue;
( keys maxVHF, unique flatten values maxVHF )
);







( maxVDict’#0#0, raveledHFs )
);
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------








--- functions for extracting hilbert function from the algorithm’s return value
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- This method unravels a single hilbert function from the raveled result
--- returned from the Simplified algorithm.
UnravelSimplifiedOne = ( HFs, G, g, lowerBound ) -> (
targetSum := last G;
lowerBound’ := 0;
result := { };
for d in reverse( 0 .. #HFs - 1 ) do (
--- In this version, we take the minimum hilbert function at this degree.
--- This is guarenteed to give a valid result in the Simplified case.
--- (In the Complete case, it gives a valid result because only valid
--- results are stored in raveledHFs.)
hd := min( HFs#d#( targetSum - G#d ) );
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targetSum = targetSum - hd;
result = (
--- We don’t really start saving the hilbert function until the Macaulay
--- bound is a strict inequality.
if ( #result === 1 and lowerBound’ === hd ) then { hd }
else prepend( hd, result )
);




--- This is essentially the same as UnravelSimplifiedOne. The only difference is
--- that we track all possible triples (targetSum, lowerBound’, result).
--- The list of these is kept in partialUnraveled, which is looped over for
--- each degree. Additionally, all possible values for the hilbert function
--- are considered, and not simply the minimum.
UnravelSimplifiedHFs = ( HFs, G, g, lowerBound ) -> (
partialUnraveled := { ( last G, 0, { } ) };
for d in reverse( 0 .. #HFs - 1 ) do (
partialUnraveled = flatten for tlr in partialUnraveled list (
( targetSum, lowerBound’, result ) := tlr;
if targetSum < G#d then continue;
for hd in HFs#d#( targetSum - G#d ) list (
if hd < lowerBound’ then continue;
(
targetSum - hd,
lowerBound#d#( hd - g#d ),
if ( #result === 1 and lowerBound’ === hd ) then { hd }







--- In this Complete case, this gives a valid result because only valid results
--- are stored in raveledHFs, since we have the extra "k" index.
--- The only difference from UnravelSimplifiedOne is the lowerBound’ - g#d index
UnravelCompleteOne = ( HFs, G, g, lowerBound ) -> (
targetSum := last G;
lowerBound’ := 0;
result := { };
for d in reverse( 0 .. #HFs - 1 ) do (
--- The only difference from UnravelSimplifiedOne is the lowerBound’ - g#d
hd := min( HFs#d#( targetSum - G#d )#( lowerBound’ - g#d ) );
( targetSum, lowerBound’, result ) =
(
targetSum - hd,
lowerBound#d#( hd - g#d ),
if ( #result === 1 and lowerBound’ === hd ) then { hd }





--- The only difference from UnravelSimplifiedHFs is the lowerBound’ - g#d index
UnravelCompleteHFs = ( HFs, G, g, lowerBound ) -> (
partialUnraveled := { ( last G, 0, { } ) };
for d in reverse( 0 .. #HFs - 1 ) do (
partialUnraveled = flatten for tlr in partialUnraveled list (
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( targetSum, lowerBound’, result ) := tlr;
if targetSum < G#d then continue;
--- The only difference from UnravelSimplifiedHFs is the lowerBound’ - g#d
for hd in HFs#d#( targetSum - G#d )#( max( lowerBound’ - g#d, 0 ) ) list (
if hd < lowerBound’ then continue;
(
targetSum - hd,
lowerBound#d#( hd - g#d ),
if ( #result === 1 and lowerBound’ === hd ) then { hd }













--- This is an efficient way of computing the betti numbers of a lexsegment
--- Instead of computing the actual ideal, we loop through each degree and
--- use the max index of the monomial
--- once we have enough monomials in that degree, we move up to the next
--- degree
--- The returned values are the sums of the binomial coefficients of the
--- generators in each degree. They are exactly the values in the
--- Eliahou-Kervaire resolution.
lexBettiArray = ( h, n ) -> (
b := for i to n list for q to n list binomial( i, q );
zeroList := for i to n list 0;
if not h#?0 then return { zeroList } else if h#0 === 0 then return { b#0 };
if h#0 > 1 or min h < 0 then error( "Not a valid Hilbert function." );
( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue ) :=
( { n + 1 }, 0, n + 1 );
for d to #h - 1 list if d === 0 then zeroList else (
upperBound := sum for i to #rep - 1 list binomial( rep#i + i, i + 1 );
if h#d > upperBound then error( "Not a valid Hilbert function." );
s := zeroList;
for l from h#d to upperBound - 1 do (
s = s + b#( n + 1 - firstNonzeroValue );
( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue ) =
decrementRep( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue );
);
s
) do if d =!= 0 then (
--- move rep up one degree
rep = prepend( 0, rep );
firstNonzeroIndex = firstNonzeroIndex + 1
--- end move rep degree
)
);
--- Note: n is one less than the number of variables.
--- Additionally, S can have many more variables than we need. We only use the
--- first n+1 variables.
--- This is exactly the same algorithm as lexBettiArray, however, we generate
--- the monomials themselves instead of just the binomial coefficients of the
--- max index.
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createLexIdeal = ( S, h, n ) -> (
if not h#?0 then return ideal 0_S else if h#0 === 0 then return ideal 1_S;
if h#0 > 1 or min h < 0 then error( "Not a valid Hilbert function." );
( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue ) :=
( { n + 1 }, 0, n + 1 );
gs := flatten for d to #h - 1 list if d === 0 then { } else (
upperBound := sum for i to #rep - 1 list binomial( rep#i + i, i + 1 );
if h#d > upperBound then error( "Not a valid Hilbert function." );
for l from h#d to upperBound - 1 list (
product for i to d - 1 list S_(
n + 1 - (
if rep#i === 0 then firstNonzeroValue
else if i === 0 or rep#( i - 1 ) === 0 then rep#i




( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue ) =
decrementRep( rep, firstNonzeroIndex, firstNonzeroValue )
)
) do if d =!= 0 then (
--- move rep up one degree
rep = prepend( 0, rep );
firstNonzeroIndex = firstNonzeroIndex + 1
--- end move rep degree
);
ideal if #gs === 0 then 0_S else gs
);
convertBettiArrayToBettiTally = array -> (
new BettiTally from flatten append (
for row in pairs array list (
d := row#0 - 1;
for col in pairs row#1 list (
if col#1 === 0 then continue;
i := col#0 + 1;
( i, { d + i }, d + i ) => col#1
)
),
( 0, { 0 }, 0 ) => 1
)
);
lexBetti = method( Options => { AsTally => true } );
lexBetti ( ZZ, List ) := o -> ( numberOfVariables, h ) -> (
result := lexBettiArray( h, numberOfVariables - 1 );






almostLexBetti = method( Options => { AsTally => true } );
almostLexBetti ( ZZ, List ) := o -> ( numberOfVariables, h ) ->
lexBetti( numberOfVariables - 1, h - prepend( 0, drop( h, -1 ) ), o );
lexsegmentIdeal = method( TypicalValue => Ideal );
lexsegmentIdeal ( PolynomialRing, List ) := ( S, h ) ->
createLexIdeal( S, h, dim S - 1 );
almostLexIdeal = method( TypicalValue => Ideal );
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almostLexIdeal ( PolynomialRing, List ) := ( S, h ) ->
createLexIdeal( S, h - prepend( 0, drop( h, -1 ) ), dim S - 2 );
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- end auxillary methods
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--- main Method that parses options and delegates to the appropriate algorithm
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
maxBettiNumbers = method( TypicalValue => MaxBetti, Options => {
HilbertPolynomial => null,
HilbertFunctionUpperBound => { },
HilbertFunctionLowerBound => { },
HilbertDifferenceUpperBound => { },




maxBettiNumbers ZZ := o -> numberOfVariables -> (
---Parse Inputs and handle options






if instance( p, ZZ ) then p = sub( p, QQ( monoid[ getSymbol "i" ] ) );
algorithm :=
if o.Algorithm === "Complete" then 1
else if o.Algorithm === "Simplified" or F === { } then 0
else -1;
resultsCount :=
if o.ResultsCount === "One" or o.ResultsCount === 1 then 1
else if o.ResultsCount === "AllMaxBettiSum" then 2




( G, F, g, f ) = sanitizeInputs( G, F, g, f, p, n );
---End Sanitize Inputs
---Automatically select algorithm
if algorithm === -1 then (
GFgfsimplified := try sanitizeInputs( G, { }, g, f, p, n ) else null;
algorithm = if ( G, F, g, f ) === GFgfsimplified then 0 else 1;
);
algorithmToRun := {
{ SimplifiedNone, SimplifiedSome, SimplifiedSome, SimplifiedAll },
{ CompleteNone, CompleteSome, CompleteSome, CompleteAll }
}#algorithm#resultsCount;
unravelToRun := {
{ null, UnravelSimplifiedOne, UnravelSimplifiedHFs, UnravelSimplifiedHFs },




( V, lowerBound ) := BuildVLowerBound( g, f, n );





if resultsCount === 0 then null




if resultsCount === 0 then (
bettiUpperBound = drop( result, -1 );
maximumBettiSum = last result;
) else if resultsCount === 3 then (
maximalBettiNumbers = result#0 / ( b -> drop( b, -1 ) );
bettiUpperBound = max \ transpose maximalBettiNumbers;
maximumBettiSum = max( last \ result#0 );
) else (
bettiUpperBound = drop( result#0, -1 );
maximumBettiSum = last result#0;
);
realizable := maximumBettiSum === sum bettiUpperBound;
bettig := sum lexBettiArray( g, n );
bettiUpperBound = bettiUpperBound + bettig;
maximumBettiSum = maximumBettiSum + sum bettig;
if maximalBettiNumbers =!= null then
maximalBettiNumbers = maximalBettiNumbers / plus_bettig;
if hilbertFunctions =!= null then
hilbertFunctions = hilbertFunctions / accumulate_( plus, 0 );
---End parse results
---Format results




if maximalBettiNumbers =!= null then
MaximalBettiNumbers => VerticalList maximalBettiNumbers,
if hilbertFunctions =!= null then





























the number of variables in the ambient polynomial ring.
HilbertPolynomial=>RingElement
the Hilbert polynomial, @TT"p"@, of the ideals in the family.
See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertPolynomial]@.
HilbertFunctionLowerBound=>List
the lower bound for the Hilbert function, @TT"G"@, of the ideals in the
family. See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertFunctionLowerBound]@.
HilbertFunctionUpperBound=>List
the upper bound for the Hilbert function, @TT"F"@, of the ideals in the
family. See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertFunctionUpperBound]@.
HilbertDifferenceLowerBound=>List
the lower bound for the difference Hilbert function, @TT"g"@, of the
ideals in the family.
See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertDifferenceLowerBound]@.
HilbertDifferenceUpperBound=>List
the upper bound for the difference Hilbert function, @TT"f"@, of the
ideals in the family.
See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertDifferenceUpperBound]@.
ResultsCount=>String
how many Hilbert functions the result should include.
See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, ResultsCount]@.
Algorithm=>String
the algorithm to use. See @TO [maxBettiNumbers, Algorithm]@.
Outputs
:
an object with the upper bound and additional information.
Description
Text
Consider a polynomial ring, $S$, in @TT"N"@ variables.
Consider the family of saturated ideals, $I\subset S$, satisfying the
following constraints. (Note: $h_{S/I}$ will denote the hilbert function
of $S/I$, and $\Delta$ will denote the difference operator. (i.e.
$\Delta h_{S/I}(d)=h_{S/I}(d)-h_{S/I}(d-1)$.)
The functions $G$, $F$, $g$, $f$, and $p$ are arguments to the method.
In the case where a value is not given, the corresponding constraint is
removed (i.e. made the trivial constraint). Note: if $p$ is not specified
$F$ and $G$ must be equal for large degrees.
@UL{TEX"$G(d)\\leq h_{S/I}(d)\\leq F(d)$ for all $d$",
TEX"$g(d)\\leq\\Delta h_{S/I}(d)\\leq f(d)$ for all $d$",
TEX"$h_{S/I}(d)=p(d)$ for large $d$"}@
@TT"maxBettiNumbers"@ returns the upper bound for the total Betti numbers
of the ideals along with other information.
A complete description of the output can be found under @TO MaxBetti@.
Almost lexsegment ideals have the largest total Betti numbers out of all
saturated ideals with a given Hilbert function. The function
@TO almostLexIdeal@ is useful to obtain the ideals with maximal Betti
numbers.
The following is an example in $6$ variables where we fix the Hilbert
polynomial to be $2d+10$, and look at the Betti tables of the ideals that
realize the maximum total Betti numbers.
Example
QQ[d];
result = maxBettiNumbers(6, HilbertPolynomial => 2*d+10,
ResultsCount => "All")
almostLexBetti_6 \ toList result.HilbertFunctions
Text




result = maxBettiNumbers(6, HilbertPolynomial => 2*d+10,
HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,5}, ResultsCount => "All")





In most situations, there is an ideal in the family that realizes this
upper bound. However, there are situations where this is not true.
This method indicates this with the key @TO isRealizable@. However, there
is always an ideal that gives the maximum sum of the total Betti numbers.
This maximum is given by the key @TO MaximumBettiSum@. The following
example in $5$ variables shows this phenomenon. In it we fix the Hilbert
polynomial to be $5d+11$, and we restrict $\Delta h_{S/I}(d)\geq 8$ for
$d=3,4$.
Example
result = maxBettiNumbers(5, HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8},
HilbertPolynomial => 5*d+11);
sum result.BettiUpperBound
result.MaximumBettiSum -- This doesn’t match the previous sum.
result.isRealizable -- As a result, this is false.
Text
@HEADER2"Default constraints"@
Because the inputs can be incomplete or absent, @TT"maxBettiNumbers"@
assumes the following default values for the missing information.
@UL{TEX"Lower bounds have a default value of $0$.",
TEX"Upper bounds have a default value of infinity.",
TEX"Truncated hilbert functions are assumed to continue, but the
associated hilbert polynomial is assumed to match the hilbert function at
last degree where it is specified.",
TEX"If no Hilbert polynomial is specified, the Hilbert polynomial is
assumed to be the Hilbert polynomial of $G$ and $F$."}@
More details can be found under
@TO [maxBettiNumbers, HilbertFunctionLowerBound]@. In the case where the
inputs result in constraints that are impossible or invalid, an error is
thrown.
@HEADER2"Output Results"@
In addition to upper bounds for the total Betti numbers, this function can
optionally output Hilbert functions with maximal total Betti numbers. This
is specified with the optional argument @TT"ResultsCount"@. More details
can be found under @TO [maxBettiNumbers, ResultsCount]@.
@HEADER2"Different Algorithms"@
There are two different algorithms that get used: the Simplified
algorithm, which is faster, but is not guarenteed to give sharp bounds,
and the Complete algorithm, which always gives sharp bounds. The optional
argument @TT"Algorithm"@ allows the selection of the algorithm. A more
complete description can be found under @TO [maxBettiNumbers,Algorithm]@.
@HEADER2"More Examples"@
We will consider an example where $S$ is the polynomial ring in $5$
variables.
This example has only maximal total Betti Numbers, and not maximum total
Betti numbers.
Also, the Simplified and Complete algorithms give different results.
Both of these are somewhat unusual, but give an illuminating example.
We will choose the following constraints:
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$$h_{S/I}(6)=41\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
h_{S/I}(d)=49\ for\ large\ d$$
$$8\leq \Delta h_{S/I}(3)\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
8\leq \Delta h_{S/I}(4)\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
5\leq \Delta h_{S/I}(5)\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
5\leq \Delta h_{S/I}(6)\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ $$
Since we will be using these constraints in several examples, we will
first define a few variables to reduce repetition.
Example
N = 5;
g = HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8,5,5};
G = HilbertFunctionLowerBound => {,,,,,,41};
F = HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,,,,,,41};
p = HilbertPolynomial => 49;
Text
We find that $(23, 54, 47, 14)$ is the upper bound for the total Betti
numbers of all saturated ideals with these constraints.
Additionally, the maximum for the sum of the Betti numbers is $137$.
Note that because $23 + 54 + 47 + 14 = 138$, there is no single ideal with




If we want the Hilbert function of an ideal with maximal total Betti
numbers, we can pass @TT"ResultsCount=>\"One\""@ as an option.





If we want the Hilbert function of all ideals that have the maximum sum of





Finally, if we want the Hilbert function of all ideals that have maximal
total Betti numbers, we can pass @TT"ResultsCount=>\"All\""@ as an option.
In addition to returning the upper bound and Hilbert functions, the





Because we are setting an upper bound of $h_{S/I}(6) \leq 41$, the
Simplified algorithm will not give sharp bounds. As a result, the Complete
algorithm is automatically chosen instead. However, we can force the use
of a different one. In this case, if we specify
@TT"Algorithm=>\"Simplified\""@, we get an upper bound that is,
necessarily, larger. Additionally, we are given a Hilbert function that





We can compare the speed of the two algorithms with an example of fixing
the Hilbert polynomial to be $3d̂ 2-6d+175$ in a ring with $6$ variables.
Because there is no upper bound for $h_{S/I}$, both algorithms give valid
results, and smallest possible upper bounds.
CannedExample
i23 : p = HilbertPolynomial => 3*d̂ 2-6*d+175;




o24 : RR (of precision 53)
i25 : first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"All")
o25 = 7.467646269
o25 : RR (of precision 53)
i26 : first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"None")
o26 = 21.462211888
o26 : RR (of precision 53)
i27 : first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"All")
o27 = 28.756055662
o27 : RR (of precision 53)
Caveat
If @TT"Algorithm=>\"Simplified\""@ is forced, this may not return valid













































@TO HilbertPolynomial@ are arguments to
@TO maxBettiNumbers@.
Each of these options, other than @TO HilbertPolynomial@, are a list of
integers starting at degree 0.
In the case where a value is not given, the corresponding constraint is
removed (i.e. made the trivial constraint).
Note: if @TO HilbertPolynomial@ is not specified,
@TT"HilbertFunctionLowerBound"@ and @TT"HilbertFunctionUpperBound"@
must be equal for large degrees.
In the case where no lower
bound is desired at a specified degree, @TT"0"@, @TT"null"@, or nothing
can be put instead. For instance, to specify only a lower bound of @TT"4"@
in degree @TT"3"@ on the Hilbert difference function, the option
@TT"HilbertDifferenceLowerBound=>{,,,4}"@ can be used.
Similarly, in the case where no upper bound is desired at a specified
degree, @TT"infinity"@, @TT"null"@, or nothing can be put instead.
For instance, to specify only a upper bound of @TT"4"@
in degree @TT"3"@ on the Hilbert function, the option
@TT"HilbertFunctionUpperBound=>{,,,4}"@ can be used.
There are some instances when these options, along with














@TT"HilbertPolynomial"@ are arguments to
@TO maxBettiNumbers@.
In the case where a value is not given, the corresponding constraint is
removed (i.e. made the trivial constraint).
Note: if @TT"HilbertPolynomial"@ is not specified,
@TO HilbertFunctionLowerBound@ and @TO HilbertFunctionUpperBound@
must be equal for large degrees.
This option can be either a @TO RingElement@ or an integer. In the case
where this conflicts with the bounds on
















the number of variables in the ambient polynomial ring.
h:List
the Hilbert function of the lexsegment ideal.
Description
Text
Consider a polynomial ring in @TT"N"@ variables. For any hilbert function,
there is a unique lexsegment ideal. Furthermore, this ideal has graded
Betti numbers that are at least as large as those of any other ideal with
that hilbert function.
The Hilbert function of a lexsegment ideal is determined by the values in
the degrees that are at and below the largest degree of any generator. As
a result, it makes sense to specify the Hilbert function through the
largest degree of a generator and then truncate the rest of the function.
This function returns the graded Betti numbers of a lexsegment ideal with



















the number of variables in the ambient polynomial ring.
h:List
the Hilbert function of the almost lexsegment ideal.
Description
Text
Consider a polynomial ring in @TT"N"@ variables. For any hilbert function
of a saturated ideal there is a unique almost lexsegment ideal. An almost
lexsegment ideal is an ideal that is lexsegment in @TT"N-1"@ variables.
Furthermore, this almost lexsegment ideal is saturated and has graded
Betti numbers that are at least as large as those of any other saturated
ideal with that hilbert function.
The Hilbert function of a lexsegment ideal is determined by the values in
the degrees that are at and below the largest degree of any generator. As
a result, it makes sense to specify the Hilbert function through the
largest degree of a generator and then truncate the rest of the function.
This also applies to almost lexsegment ideals since they are simply
lexsegment ideals in a smaller ring.
This function returns the graded Betti numbers of an almost lexsegment



















This is an option that can be passed to either @TO lexBetti@ or
@TO almostLexBetti@. If the value of the option is @TT"true"@ a
@TO BettiTally@ object will be returned. If it is false, a @TO List@ of
lists will be returned. This latter option is useful if one wishes to
obtain the total Betti numbers instead of the graded Betti numbers. This
can easily be done using by applying @TT"sum"@ to the output with
@TT"AsTally=>false"@.
Example
lexBetti (4, {1,2,3,3,3,3}, AsTally => true)
















the ambient polynomial ring.
h:List
the Hilbert function of the lexsegment ideal.
Description
Text
Consider a polynomial ring in @TT"N"@ variables. For any hilbert function,
there is a unique lexsegment ideal. Furthermore, this ideal has graded
Betti numbers that are at least as large as those of any other ideal with
that hilbert function.
The Hilbert function of a lexsegment ideal is determined by the values in
the degrees that are at and below the largest degree of any generator. As
a result, it makes sense to specify the Hilbert function through the
largest degree of a generator and then truncate the rest of the function.
This function returns the lexsegment ideal with the given Hilbert
function.
Note: this method is significantly faster than the similar @TT"lexIdeal"@
from the package @TT"LexIdeals"@.
Example
lexsegmentIdeal (QQ[x_1..x_4], {1,2,3,3,3,3})

















the ambient polynomial ring.
h:List
the Hilbert function of the almost lexsegment ideal.
Description
Text
Consider a polynomial ring in @TT"N"@ variables. For any hilbert function
of a saturated ideal there is a unique almost lexsegment ideal. An almost
lexsegment ideal is an ideal that is lexsegment in @TT"N-1"@ variables.
Furthermore, this almost lexsegment ideal is saturated and has graded
Betti numbers that are at least as large as those of any other saturated
ideal with that hilbert function.
The Hilbert function of a lexsegment ideal is determined by the values in
the degrees that are at and below the largest degree of any generator. As
a result, it makes sense to specify the Hilbert function through the
largest degree of a generator and then truncate the rest of the function.
This also applies to almost lexsegment ideals since they are simply
lexsegment ideals in a smaller ring.


















There are two algorithms that can be used to find the upper bounds given
in @TO maxBettiNumbers@.
The ‘‘Simplified’’ algorithm simply finds the maximum of while ignoring
the ideal structure of an ideal. In other words, it searches all possible
numeric functions instead of just the Hilbert functions. This has two
consequences. First, it is significantly faster because it allows for a
simplification of the algorithm. Second, it does not always give the
smallest upper bounds. However, there is one instance where it is
guarenteed to give the smallest upper bounds: when no upper bound for the
Hilbert function is specified.
The ‘‘Complete’’ algorithm does not make this simplification, and as a
result, is slower but give the smallest upper bounds in every situation.
Ideally, we would like to use the ‘‘Simplified’’ algorithm when it gives
the smallest upper bounds, and use the ‘‘Complete’’ algorithm otherwise.
By default, the algorithm is selected that guarentees the smallest upper
bounds. However, this can be overridden by passing the @TT"Algorithm"@
option to @TO maxBettiNumbers@. The possible values are
@UL{{TT"\"Automatic\"", TEX" - this is the default and chooses the ",
TEX"algorithm to use based on the other inputs. Note: This will always ",
TEX"give the smallest upper bounds as well as valid Hilbert functions."},
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{TT"\"Simplified\"",TEX" - forces use of the ‘‘Simplified’’ algorithm. ",
TEX"Note: if this option is passed, the values in ‘‘HilbertFunctions’’ ",
TEX"may not be actual Hilbert functions."},
{TT"\"Complete\"",TEX" - forces use of the ‘‘Complete’’ algorithm. ",
TEX"Note: This will always give the smallest upper bounds as well as ",
TEX"valid Hilbert functions."}}@
Caveat
If @TT"Algorithm=>\"Simplified\""@ is forced, this may not return valid









The method @TO maxBettiNumbers@ finds the upper bounds for the total Betti
numbers. In certain instances, there are ideals that realize these upper
bounds and have maximum possible total Betti numbers. In this case, these
ideals also must have the maximum possible sum of the total Betti numbers.
However, there are some instances where there are no ideals that realize
the upper bounds. In this case, there are only ideals that realize maximal
total Betti numbers. Some of these also must have the maximum possible sum
of the total Betti numbers, while others do not.
@TT"ResultsCount"@ is an option that can be passed to
@TO maxBettiNumbers@. It determines how many, and what type of ideals are
collected. The Hilbert function of these ideals is returned in a
@TO MaxBetti@ object under key @TO HilbertFunctions@.
There are four possible values, with the default being "None".
@UL{{TT"\"None\"",TEX" or ",TT"0",
TEX" - Does not return any Hilbert functions."},
{TT"\"One\"",TEX" or ",TT"1",
TEX" - Returns the Hilbert function of an ideal which has the maximum ",
TEX"possible sum of the total Betti numbers."},
{TT"\"AllMaxBettiSum\"",TEX" - Returns the Hilbert functions of all ",
"ideals that have the maximum possible sum of the total Betti numbers."},
{TT"\"All\"",TEX" - Returns the Hilbert functions of all ideals that ",










This is the type that is returned by @TO maxBettiNumbers@ it is a
@TO HashTable@ with the following keys.
@UL{{TO BettiUpperBound,TEX" - upper bound for the total Betti numbers."},
{TO HilbertFunctions,
TEX" - a list of Hilbert functions with maximal total Betti numbers. ",
TEX"See ",TO[maxBettiNumbers,ResultsCount],TEX" for more details."},
{TO isRealizable,TEX" - if there is an ideal with the upper bound as its",
TEX" total Betti numbers."},
{TO MaximalBettiNumbers,TEX" - the maximal total Betti numbers."},










Used as a key in @TO MaxBetti@ with value being a @TO List@.










Used as a key in @TO MaxBetti@ with value being a @TO ZZ@.










Used as a key in @TO MaxBetti@ with value being a @TO VerticalList@.
A list of truncated Hilbert functions returned by @TO maxBettiNumbers@.
See @TO[maxBettiNumbers, ResultsCount]@ for more details.
Caveat
If @TT"Algorithm=>\"Simplified\""@ is forced, this may not return valid











Used as a key in @TO MaxBetti@ with value being a @TO Boolean@.
Is @TT"true"@ if there is an ideal in the family that has total Betti
numbers that match @TO BettiUpperBound@ otherwise is @TT"false"@.











Used as a key in @TO MaxBetti@ with value being a @TO VerticalList@.
Each item in the list is a set of total Betti numbers that are maximal.
In other words, no ideal has total Betti numbers that are simultaneously
greater than or equal, and there is an ideal with these total Betti
numbers.











Methods to find maximum Betti numbers given bounds on the Hilbert function.
Description
Text
The method @TO maxBettiNumbers@ is the headliner in this package. It
returns upper bounds for the total Betti numbers in a family that has
bounds on the Hilbert function and/or the Hilbert difference function.
The method @TO maxBettiNumbers@ can optionally return special Hilbert
functions. The methods @TO almostLexBetti@ and @TO almostLexIdeal@ are
helpful in working with these Hilbert function. The functions
@TO lexBetti@ and @TO lexsegmentIdeal@ use the same code, and are exported
from the package in hopes that they are useful. These functions are
written with a concern for speed and efficiency.
///







g = HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8,5,5};
G = HilbertFunctionLowerBound => {,,,,,,41};
F = HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,,,,,,41};









QQ[i]; p = HilbertPolynomial => 3*î 2-6*i+175;
time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"None");
time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"All");
time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"None");
time maxBettiNumbers(N, p, Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"All");
loadPackage "StronglyStableIdeals"
benchmark("maxBettiNumbers(5, HilbertPolynomial => 25)")
benchmark("stronglyStableIdeals(25, 5)")
///







result = maxBettiNumbers(6, HilbertPolynomial => 2*d+10,
ResultsCount => "All")
almostLexBetti_6 \ toList result.HilbertFunctions
result = maxBettiNumbers(6, HilbertPolynomial => 2*d+10,
HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,5}, ResultsCount => "All")





result = maxBettiNumbers(5, HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8},
HilbertPolynomial => 5*d+11);
sum result.BettiUpperBound
result.MaximumBettiSum -- This doesn’t match the previous sum.
result.isRealizable -- As a result, this is false.
N = 5;
g = HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8,5,5};
G = HilbertFunctionLowerBound => {,,,,,,41};
F = HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,,,,,,41};






p = HilbertPolynomial => 3*d̂ 2-6*d+175;
first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"None")
first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Simplified", ResultsCount=>"All")
first timing maxBettiNumbers(6, p,
Algorithm=>"Complete", ResultsCount=>"None")










--- Beginning of tests ---------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TEST /// --Test a preknown result.
N = 4;
p = 4;
mbn = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === { 6, 8, 3 } );
///
TEST /// --Test that all 8 versions of the algorithm produce the same result.
testMatching = ( N, p ) -> (
mbn = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p );
mbn1 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Simplified", ResultsCount => "None" );
mbn2 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Simplified", ResultsCount => "One" );
mbn3 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Simplified", ResultsCount => "AllMaxBettiSum" );
mbn4 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Simplified", ResultsCount => "All" );
mbn5 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Complete", ResultsCount => "None" );
mbn6 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Complete", ResultsCount => "One" );
mbn7 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Complete", ResultsCount => "AllMaxBettiSum" );
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mbn8 = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p,
Algorithm => "Complete", ResultsCount => "All" );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn1.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn2.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn3.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn4.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn5.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn6.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn7.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === mbn8.BettiUpperBound );
assert( sort mbn2.HilbertFunctions === sort mbn6.HilbertFunctions );
assert( sort mbn3.HilbertFunctions === sort mbn7.HilbertFunctions );
assert( sort mbn4.HilbertFunctions === sort mbn8.HilbertFunctions );
);
for i from 0 to 10 do testMatching( 4, i );
for i from 2 to 10 do testMatching( i, 4 );
///
TEST /// --Test against brute force method
loadPackage "StronglyStableIdeals";
QQ[d]; p = 2*d+10; N = 5;
time ssI = stronglyStableIdeals( p, N );
getTotalBetti = ( N, I ) -> (
t := new Tally from ( applyKeys( betti res I, first, plus ) );
for i from 1 to N - 1 list t_i
);
time maxbetti = max \ transpose ( ssI / getTotalBetti_N );
time mbn = maxBettiNumbers( N, HilbertPolynomial => p );
assert( mbn.BettiUpperBound === maxbetti );
///
TEST /// --Test against a preknown result.
N = 5;
g = HilbertDifferenceLowerBound => {,,,8,8,5,5};
G = HilbertFunctionLowerBound => {,,,,,,41};
F = HilbertFunctionUpperBound => {,,,,,,41};
p = HilbertPolynomial => 49;
mbn1 = maxBettiNumbers( N,p,g,G,F );
assert( mbn1.BettiUpperBound === {23,54,47,14} );
assert( mbn1.isRealizable === false );
assert( mbn1.MaximumBettiSum === 137 );
mbn2 = maxBettiNumbers( N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount => "One" );
assert( #( mbn2.HilbertFunctions ) === 1 );
assert( mbn1.BettiUpperBound === mbn2.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn1.isRealizable === mbn2.isRealizable );
assert( mbn1.MaximumBettiSum === mbn2.MaximumBettiSum );
polys = mbn2.HilbertFunctions /
almostLexIdeal_( QQ[x_1..x_N] ) /
hilbertPolynomial_( Projective => false );
assert( all( polys, p -> sub( p, ZZ )=== 49 ) );
mbn3 = maxBettiNumbers( N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount => "AllMaxBettiSum" );
assert( #( mbn3.HilbertFunctions ) === 18 );
assert( mbn1.BettiUpperBound === mbn3.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn1.isRealizable === mbn3.isRealizable );
assert( mbn1.MaximumBettiSum === mbn3.MaximumBettiSum );
polys = mbn3.HilbertFunctions /
almostLexIdeal_( QQ[x_1..x_N] ) /
hilbertPolynomial_( Projective => false );
assert( all( polys, p -> sub( p, ZZ )=== 49 ) );
mbn4 = maxBettiNumbers( N,p,g,G,F, ResultsCount => "All" );
assert( #( mbn4.HilbertFunctions ) === 36 );
assert( #( mbn4.MaximalBettiNumbers ) === 2 );
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assert( mbn1.BettiUpperBound === mbn4.BettiUpperBound );
assert( mbn1.isRealizable === mbn4.isRealizable );
assert( mbn1.MaximumBettiSum === mbn4.MaximumBettiSum );
polys = mbn4.HilbertFunctions /
almostLexIdeal_( QQ[x_1..x_N] ) /
hilbertPolynomial_( Projective => false );
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